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Arms Issues
Are Subjects,
Of Debate

-

"

.

armament or disarmament
panel - discussion in Douglass
in a

In the discussion, moderated by
Dr. Gordon Shun of the political
science department, John ifiano
and Kay Fanning discussed the
military balance between the U.3
and the USSR. Speaking for the
Republican Club, Mlano pointed out
that, of all military equipment, the
tank is the most decisive in battle.
Be asserted that an armoured tank
offers great protection in a nuclear

environment.

Gordon Shun,

?

and Tom

Greenlee engage in a heated debate
5 over conventional
versus nuclear
weapons at the Great Decisions
I Lecture on February I. The orator
1 behind Ur. Shun to Vie Dix. Both
4 photographs by David Sim boll.
.

Oata, said that "as far as the Oats
are concerned, we are not affected
by the new guidelines. There is no
among na."
real
The president of the Betas,
Levlsay, was less optimistic.
were expecting "that changes "There are going to have to be a
would be coming," Tom Wood, number of changes. The guidelines
President of Seventh Section, said. are going to affect our initiation,
The College did not have much and it will mean we wQ have to
choice in adopting new guidelines revise our, initiation In only four
.
on hazing. Legally, the College has weeks."
to cover itself because of the state
Other section members agreed
laws on hazing," Randy Benefleld, that little time was given initiation
President of the Sigs said.
week planners. Delts President
The guidelines, announced to the Gregg Brelaford said, "We an republic last Monday, Jan. 31, prohib- gret the tact that the new guideit such traditional initiation week lines were so late in getting to us."
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tive reinforcement for groups
whleh do not break the rules."

-

By BRIAN COWLAND
Country music is about ."mama.
trains, prison and cetun' drunk.
This description of country music
from a song by David Allen Coo
sums up well, to Professor Robert
Hartje, the content of country mu
sic sentiments.
Hartje, a professor of history at

Peacemaker Mark Stansbery,

what he called an "unofficial
Frees " during the Carter admin-

AppeL a member of the Special
Committee, said that the recommendations were ready to be submitted to the President at the end
of the FaU Quarter, though delays
were encountered over the break. ,
Tiftickjlan said that the guidelines "probably wd provide posi-

Professor Htje'ISjiplbrea
Music's Origiil

a

was. Be also emphasized, that-th- e
Freeze would allow for further
disarmament and was only an important first step towards the elimination of nuclear weapons. Stansbery pointed to Russian willingness
to negotiate and the unfairness of
' forcing our NATO allies to place in
their soil weapons which we will
not accept on our own as further
reasons for supporting a Frees. .
Seldel stated that the supporters
of the Freeze do not take seriously
enough the Soviet threat to world
peace. Be also asserted that serious thinking Americans reorganize
the need to negotiate with the
Soviets from a position of strength.
The Freeze also does not take
international weapons systems into
consideration. Seldel pointed out

WQ-11a-m

practices aa "harmful or degrading
physical acta." "harassment," or
the forced wearing of "conspicuous
clothing," according to a document
Issued by Copeland's Special Committee to Review Initiation.
In general, section reaction has
been calm, Mike AppeL an Oat and
President of the Intersection Council, said.
Dick TtfUckjian. president of the

These armoured

comprehensive the nuclear ban

hard-beadedne- ss

'

forces, he explained, are NATO's
weakest while the Soviet Union is
an outstanding producer of tanks.
According to If lane, the USSR's
tanks outnumber NATO's and far
surpass them in technology.
. Kay ramming, member of West
minster Peacemakers, emphasized
the essential equivalence of the
UA and USSR's nuclear arsenals.
"Said Fanning. "The huge numbers
of weapons on both sides give us
. what Could be called 'overskEt.' We
have the potential to destroy every
major city toots countries many
times over.' Che also pointed out
that while the Soviet Union poses
more weapons than the U.S., Amer
ican weapons are tecnnicaiiy superior.
and Republican Warren Seldel die
cussed the advantages and disad
vantages of a Nuclear weapons
Freeze. Stansbery asserted that a
freeze would be bilateral and mutually verifiable.
Verification would become easier, Stansberry stated, the more

ixuxxxzan
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BY AlfDRXW D. GOLDlfAN
and TIMOTHY E. SPENCX
The chiefs of Wooster's men's
sections, reacting to last week's
release by President Copeland of
new Initiation week guidelines,
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Lounge Sunday evening.

Supplement

Section Presidents React
To Initiation Guidelines
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By KAREN SAPIO
of Westminster Church
ember
If
peacemakers and Wooster Republican Club discussed the choices of
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Sunday.
Although he alleged that "country music to now defined pretty
much commercially," that to, most
of what to written end recorded to
done in hopes that it weU seU to

s"

-

.

Carter family ("who," Hartje

"Bottom-dwellin- g
slug," other a truthteOer, or "true-w- it
"turncoat," and "crook" when his ness" to the crimes. Where was
before,
name is mentioned. Some believe John Dean "truth-witnesthat he was as crooked as the rest when an the bad was occurrlngT
A. Trying to figure out where he
of them or that he was a rat and
committed treason.'! find these was. I was somewhat overwhelmed
feelings and beliefs somewhat inac with what I considered my own
curate. Wnen one studies tne tacts, naivete and constantly asked mythey wO usually come to the con- - self to this the way it really tor I
elusion tnat Jonn Dean is some said, John, you're Just naive, this to
what of a hero in American history. the way it to, always has been and
For it was John Dean alone who that's a question to this day I can't
came forward and verified the totally answer. I always felt comactual wrongdoings of the Nixon fortable that I had never conceived
White Bouse. In that capacity, I any of these, or suggested any of
believe, he has served both the these things. I Just had to underpeople of the United States and its stand that this to part of the Job
history and should be "judged" and this to the way it is. I wrestled
with that for a long time and it waa
accordingly.
What follows are excerpts from probably my discomfort with those
the interview wherein Dean an- things that made it so easy for me
swers questions concerning several to step forward and testify and tell
toolcs. including Wooster, the the truth ... that's the reality of the

.

"Country Music and the Southern

Kind." .'
The presentation consisted of
Bartje's observations and opinions,

pointed out. "have. probably the
worst voices in the world"), Jim-Rodgers, and Bank WCUma.
Hartje to; he admitted, himself a
frutrated singer whosenon-caree- r
was cut short at the age of 14 when
hie vocal deficienclea were revealed to him by a girl in the pew
In front of him in church' one

ideas of

istration when the president halted
production of the MX and B--l.
During this time, claims Seldel, the
Soviets took advantage of our generosity and raced ahead with their
arms production. Seldel believes a
Freeze would eliminate Soviet in"
truth. '
centives to disarm.
The Interview came about aa a
Senior Timothy Spence said that
the Freeze denies the effectiveness result of my- Senior Independent
of deference in keeping peace. Be Study: research concerned with White Bouse, earning money from dichotomy.
and wnat ne does
Dean's role in the event and how I Watergate-famContinued on Page
Continued oa Page IS
believe history should view that now. '

entation Tuesday night entitled.

tld-bit-

Q. I see a dichotomy in John
Rodger PelagaHL a senor at The role. Unfortunately, people and his
College, recently spent e day with tory seem to have very pejorative Dean, on the one hand. I see a
John Dean, former counsel to Pres regard for John Dean. Many people political monster dealing with "bit-and literary works still conjure up lists" and cover up, and on tne
ident Richard Nixon.

BY RODGS3 A. PELAGALLX
John W. Dean III. is probably the
most infamous graduate of the
College of Wooster. Bis negative
reputation was earned for his criminal Involvement in the Watergate
scandaL Recently, I had the unique
opportunity to spend nine and one- half hours with the man discussing
his role in the scandal as both a
participant and as a witness to the

some of the origina of country
music and its relationship to the
southern ethos, in an Informal pres-

a few reminisces from Lis past
e
experiences, and some
of
music from early artists, like the

Dean, Wooster Grad, Gives
Personal Glimpses Of Life
Mr. Dean, a graduate of wooster.
flew to Cleveland to talk to Mr.
PelagaUL whose Independent study
project deals with Mr. Dean's in
volvement in Watergate.
The following is a portion of Mr.
PelagalU's interview with Mr.
Dean.

Wittenberg University, explored

the largest possible audience, its
origina, he speculated, are of a
much different nature. Bartje Iden
tified the three major Influences on
country music as early black music, religion and the mountain
hdwny lifestyle.
More recently, country music haa
addressed or been influenced by
blue collar needs ("Take Thla Job
and Shove It"), and an anzlo- -

Scotttoh

j

Impact

admitting that bis theory of
the evolution of country music was
a personal one, he suggested that
country music's first singers were
the 19th century blacks whose gospel singer developed a vocal com- Continued on Page 4
WhUe
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Pohlmann s Apologia
Neglects History
Professor Marcos Pohlmann'a article In last week's Vole
advocating a more trusting attitude toward the Soviet Union had
noble intent, bat, in the process. Professor Pohlmann stated some
historical fallacies that cannot go unchallenged.
Pohlmann states that expansionism runs counter to Soviet
ideology: how then. Professor Pohlmann, do you Justify the Soviet
incursions into Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in IMS, and
Afghanistan in 1177? Are these events not imperialiste in nature?
Although you Justify the aforementioned advances as "necessary in 3
order to keep neighbors ... from drifting into the Western alliance,"
Afghans. Hungarians. Csechs and, to a lesser degree, even Poles
would regard such a statement as mere self Justification, and
hogwash.
In a recent article discussing the change in Soviet leadership,
Aleksandr Solxhenltsyn writes that "the main goal of Communism is
an irrational and fanatical urge to swallow the maximum amount of
external territory and population, with the ideal limit being the entire
planet." Further. Solxhenltsyn states that the Soviet Union "is
that is an
always ready to strike, to seixe, and to expand militarily
indispensable mode of Communist existence." I daresay history
bears Mr. Solxhenltsyn true while on the other hand proving Marcus
Pohlmann sorely mistaken.
Mr. Pohlman writes that "Historically. Soviets point to their
past as both the reason for, and a demonstration of, their fervent
pacifism and emphasis on defensive instead of offensive military
preparations and actions." Historically, that is in both Tsarist and
Soviet history, the Russians have been an imperalistic and,
especially, an aggressive nation.
Regarding the Marshall Plan. Mr. Pohlmann states that the
Soviets were "Ittt out"; following the war, Stalin was given the
opportunity to include the Soviet Union in the Plan but declined. I
cite this discrepancy on the part of Mr. Pohlmann only because it
seems he regards the proper presentation of historical facts as
.
secondary to the promulgation of his Soviet apologia.
Indeed, "this vicious cycle must be broken if we are to avoid that
ultimate confrontation which will lead to a nuclear holocaust," but
not while being wholly ignorant of the history of the people with
which we are dealing. To be sure, the Soviets do indeed have a
history of aggression and foreign intrigue that should not be ignored
although it sometimes is, as evidenced by Pohlmann'a article
but should be regarded as an integral fact of their history in
negotiations with them.
. ,
However, these facts of Soviet history should not exclude
Western nations from engaging in negotiations designed to eradicate
the threat of aggression from both parties. Rather, they should serve
as a guide to idealistic individuals who are so quick to adopt the
rhetoric of apologists like Mr. Pohlmann without the corroboration of
--
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Valencia Defends Closson
On Garcia Concert Issue
Editor.

a
member of the concert
committee, I feel it is necessary to
clarify the tacts surrounding ue
Jerry Garcia debate.
It should be known mat uai
Closson found out the necessary
facte involved with bringing Jerry
n
or
Garcia to tne campus.
he rilled Gareia's agent
two weeks ago and found out that
no college or university in the
nation has booked the band so far.
(It should be known that Garcia
had planned this to be only a
eniiese tonr. Next. Hal took time
to calculate the figures involved:
1) Approximately suu uouege 01
Wooster students signed a petition
supporting the JGB concert. That is
h
of the student
roughly
body, not the one-uuusi nas
been claimed.
I). 130 students are needed the
day of the show to work on the
various crews. These stuaenu gee
Into the concert for free. Given the
price of the show $22.000424.000.
another z,soo zans xrom ouwae
would have to be attracted to the
,Ki
ni the eAiipert to break even.
As indicated by those figures, Hal
ox me majority
lea that tne neeas not
being met
of students were
Moreover, with today's economy,
muimH attendance is down.

j

ia-ta-

ed directly to the Pine Ridge Res
ervation in south Dakota.
AH money and donations are tax
deductible. All checks should be
made payable at the Lakota Relief
Fund and sent to: The Laxota
Relief Fund, co Jim Frye, 2881
In suDDort of Hal Closson. I Southern
Road. Richfield. Ohio
say
been
he
has
that
would like to
wanting to contact Mr.
44288.
Those
acting professionally and intelligently rather than scared of losing Frye may call
We thank you for your neip ana
his Job.
donations.
Miguel k. vaiencia
Teresa Grant
,

xis-59-350-7.

Relief Fund
Seeks Help

THXATRZ

"Bedroom Farce." Alan Ayck- bourn's comedy, is the Annual
production playing
Feb. 18. 17. is. ana is, in rreeaian- der Theatre.
To the College Community,
Tickets are available at Freed- you
We are in need of your neip.
Box Office. Hours r 2 and 6
lander
are probably aware inrougn me
10-- 1
Saturdays.
weekdays;
media of the hopeless plight of the
They
have
Lakota Indian Nation.
been moved from. one reservation
to another and at this time there
are 16.000 at the Pine Ridge ReserTHE WOOSTER VOICE
vation in the Dakotas.
. There are approximately 600 to s.kii.iui - USPS
the aeadamic
TOO of the elderly at the reservation
except during vaeatioBa and examiyear
TOO
who are destitute. nation periods by the students of The
elua 600 to
The elders can not pay their fuel College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio.
u
The woosier voice wicwm
bill so all propane deliveries have signed
letters to the editor from stubeen stopped. Their federal funds dents, faculty,
administrators, subscrihistorical fact
, .
have been cut and there is no bers and members of the greater Woos
Daniel C. Howes
industry in the area, so they cannot ter com mum 17. au nmiBwnm
supply their own uveuhooa.
be aaareseea to: in woosw
Tfte couege
Office Box
They have asked for food, cloth- Post
x .
m
ALU ilHI
wow
nuvner,
woosier, w
" for SivMnt
ing and money to pay the propane subscription
tecond
U S11.00 per year
truck
gas
place
bill plus
in the
to
class dtliTtry, 117.00 for first class mail
vim look-ehark at last year's we are sending from here. Several delivery.
Postage paid at Wooster, Ohio. PostJGB tour and found incidents such trucking firms have volunteered master:
Send address changes to The
teams
the
trucks,
(Ryder
service.
Mew
College
of
one
Keen
at
the
at
Wooster Voice. Post Office Box 04187.
enrollment 6.000). where ter and Hell Moving Co.).
The College of Wooster. Wooster, Ohio,
Two trucks have already been 446S1.
extensive damage was done to col
sent from the Cleveland area. The
Back issues are available from The
lege property ana ,ouu was toe.
4.) He checked on Jerry Gareia's Fraternity of Light, Wooster Holis- Wooster Voice office.
nerformance at Oberlin. which has tic Center is promoting a drive
FRANZ M. JANTZXN
Chief Phoiogrtphv
a success. Oberlin had here in Wooster to collect canned
called
been
e
(the
part-timlatter
humorist
libertine and a
As a
ago when the food, staple items, clothing, blan
years
five
band
the
courses).
I
JOHN STAPLE TON
Woinir nBvtonifi
valuable In music theorv
hand rnct onlv 17.500 which Was kets, and household goods, such as,
Sport Editor
,
is
letter
Why
Sikorski's
Daniel
question.
pans
Donations
and the like.
would like to address the
band had reneged on its dishes,
the
after
amusing, and why me in tne ueaveniy taiy u nou
original contract of a smaller sum. are being accepted at the westJOHN MICHAEL MIAKO
analysis of Mr. Sikorski's letter may be more
CireuiMtioa Maatger
minster Church from 8: SO a.m. to
Mark
called
facts,
Beyond
I
Asa detailed Harold
these
rather than the "staid, etc" Voice, I shall Was-ner-.
appropriate to the
a rent for the Grateful 4:30 p.m. from now until Tuesday
Staff members: Peter Botd. David
limit my investigation for the most part to the fourth paragraph, the
and Jerry. Garcia, who told afternoon. Feburary 15. A collec Bryan, Lis Garber. Andrew D. Goldman,
Dead
,
infamous 'Beethoven' passage.
me on Feb. T that the other mem tion booth will also be set up in Ian Hartricx. Angela Hubler. Karl Pree-eoHeiming, BrTa HowUad, Susan R.
A periolous odyssey for even the sophisticated reader, this
nf the Grateful Dead had Lowrr Center from 11 a.m. to 6
Monday, February 14 and Jones. Erie Lapp, Christopher A. Lose.
p.m.
paragraph is mase of confused comparison, as well as an amusing
On
about
forgetting
Jerry
into
talked
.
I
Sts
Thomas Peth, Rachad Porter. BinWar-remockery of musical criticism. Many people were floored by the idea
the Feb. ana starcn tour in oruer hi Tuesday, February la.completed
John, Don Ssndford. Karen Sapio,
they
wouldn't
knows
God
music;
good
see
pay
to
the
public
win
is
Once
drive
the
do studio work. As of Feb. 7.
that the
Seidel. David Simmons, Daniel J.
pay to listen to it. Also, it is difficult to keep a straight face while
in Clinton, Sftorsxl.
r: atria certain! did not have too YMCA Camp
Robert SuWvaar Tessie
pay
to see Junk."
being assured that this public "will not
he had not Ohio will send a truck to Wooster to
Phil UndereuXQ, iaesiVan
many
obligations
Michael Vektffi 3 ml'
Idealistic naivete, to the max. listen to the radio: Joan Jett and
been contactea zor one concert ior pick up what we have collected.
forward
be
will
then
The
donations
two
S
his
Page
on
Continued
montht"tour."
.
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News
Digest
Compiled by Chris Lose
U.S. and China more
PEKING
to reopen military ties, which were
largely suspended when Reagan

took office. Secretary of State

Shultz went to Peking to negotiate
the ties. However, he left Tuesday
with differences still unresolved.
Chinese leader Ding Ziapoing said
the visit "will mark a new beginrelationning in
ships," but U.S. policies towards
Taiwan, especially arms sales, and
restrictive trade exchanges block
improvements in relations, reported the official Chinese news agency.
Secretary of State
SEOUL
Shultz assured South Korea of U.S.
defense commitments. Meeting
with South Korea leader Chun Doo
Hwan, he tried to ease" anxieties
over the $70 million cut in military
aid approved by Reagan. Recent
Sino-Americ-

an

disturbances with North Korea

along the demilitarized zone have
strained relations between the two
nations.
A verdict of
JERUSALEM

"indirectly responsible" for the

massacre of Palestinians by Christian militia was levelled against
Israel's top civilian and military
leaders by the state commission
investigating the incident. The

commission called for the removal
of Defense Secretary Ariel Sharon
and criticized Begin and other top
officials. Inadequacies in coordination and communications within the
cabinet and the army were blamed
as causes for the inaction and

faulty reporting concerning the
massacre.

House Democratic leaden contended Tuesday
that Reagan's economic program is
running out of time and that they
to dismantle it, including
plan
almost all of the planned tax cuts.
Also, they pressed for a $5 billion
WASHINGTON

jobless relief package.
The IndependWASHINGTON
ent Trackers strike appears to be

easing off in its second week as
more truckers are reported back on
the road. However, officials of the
LT.A. denied that the protest was
stalling. Now, striking truckers
have indicated that if Congress
makes a "goodwill commitment to
address their problem, they will
call off the strike. To this date,
1,200 acts of violence have been
reported, including one death, 63
injuries and 83 arrests.
The collapse of the
ROMS
Italian coalition government was
forestalled when new Energy Minister Umberto Colombo was ousted
at the demand of two of the four
parties in Prime Minister Amintore
Fanfari's government. Franco
replaces the former minister,
ending the political infighting that
threatened Italy's stability.
Chief Justice
WASHINGTON
Warren Burger at an American
Bar Association convention asked
that a new appeals court be created
to deal with the burden on the
Supreme Court The court would be
temorary for five years, says Burger, and would handle 35 of the 150
cases now given- - a fun court hearing.
The "filial offenTEHRAN
sive" was launched by Iran against
Iraq in the Persian Gulf war, which
started in 1830, Tehran reports.
Iran claims to have retaken 100
square miles of Iraqi territory, but
Iraq, while confirming the attack,
Re-Tigl-

io

claims to have defeated and
stopped the Iranian push at Fakeh,
in a
killing almost 7,000 Iranians
v
n
attack.
pre-daw-

While Marcus Pohlmann may be
well qualified to speak on the
subject of the Soviet Union, his
article "Have Trust in Soviets"
ignores the fact that the Soviets
have done very little to earn our
trust Mr. Pohlmann reaches' the
conclusion that we must learn to
trust the Soviets if nuclear holocaust is to be avoided. But are the
Soviets worthy of our trust?
One of the most poignant tutorials on the inner workings of the
Soviet system was given to us by
Arkady Schevchenko. a Soviet career diplomat who at the time of
his defection, held the rank of
ambassador plenipotentiary while
serving as the U.N.'s Undersecretary General.
Mr. Schevchenko told the House
Select Committee on Intelligence:
"The longer. I served in the Soviet
diplomatic service and the higher I
rose, the more I saw the Machiavellian duplicity and fraud in Soviet
foreign policy, and the more I was
convinced that it was not a policy
of peace but a policy of aggression,
expansion and enslavement of other people."
Is this the type of .government
and system that we should place so
much faith and trust in?
Mr. Pohlmann remarked that the
Soviets are proud of the tremendous gains in prosperity they have
made in the past 50 years. But we
must remember that the largest
planned economy in the world cannot feed its own people. The Soviet
Union is vitally dependent upon the
U.S. for grain imports to meet the
enormous Soviet shortages which
occur year after year.
While part of the problem may be
attributed to climate and poor soil,
the main reason for the food shortages lies with the Soviet system
itself. According to the Russian

economics 'journal Ekonmiehes-kay- a
Gazeta, free enterprise
among rural citizens uses only
about one percent of the land under
cultivation, but in 1880 contributed
--

31 percent of Russia's meat production, 30 percent of milk, 32 percent
of eggs, 35 percent of vegetables, 65

Soviet

'Trust

Taken
To Task
Warren Seidel
percent of potatoes and 58 pecent of
fruits and berries.
The Soviets' socialist system provides bad planning and few incen- -

'The Soviets' socialist
planning and few incentives. If these obstacles
were removed, the Soviet people would truly
know prosperity.'

system provides bad

fives. If these obstacles were removed, the Soviet people would
truly know prosperity.
Mr. Pohlmann further stated that
Soviet troops have never been used
except in defense of the motherland
"and even then, never beyond
their immediate border." Here he
is implying that the Soviets believe
that it is perfectly legitimate for
one country to invade the sovereignty of a bordering nation. This is
contrary to accepted tenets of international law.
The article makes no mention of
the use of Cuban proxy troops by
the Soviet Union in areas such as
AfigoU, Ethiopia and South America. Soviet submarines have also
turned up in the waters of countries
not bordering the Soviet Union.
Furthermore, Mr. Pohlmann
states tht "they ask us to show

Humor, Vomit,
And The Voice
Continued from

Soft Cell (presenting musak for pinban arcades), ad
nauseum. Yes, Virginia; trash sells. Somebody must be buying it
Readers expecting objective criticism of Mr. Colosson's activities
regarding the concert (whether be deserves it or not) must have
been tickled pink, particularly by the irrelevance of the
contradiction, that Mr. Closson likes concerts. The
aburdity of Mr. Sikorski's comparing Jerry Garcia (b. 1842) to
reflects a pretentious ignorance characteristic
Beethoven
Howard CoselL The comparison merits no
of a
concert which
commentary. Further, I am told that the
consistently sells out the most rapidly is the Cleveland Orchestra; it
appears that neither are the tickets bought by Mr. Sikorski himself.
But let us leave the merriment of music, for other exciting topics
are addressed with an equal lack of support and clear thought
If the new jimHm guidelines have made the initiation
procedures a meaningless waste of time, as Mr. Sikorski points out I
cannot say that I've ever considered Hell Week anything but; if a
successful pledge feels good, it must be analogous to the relief
experienced after a highly convulsive vomit If in fact we all are
for
"mature college students who know for the most part what is best
some thought
ourselves," there should be no difficulty in investing
very fact
into structuring a constructive initiation procedure.-T- he
that the sections squirm at this challenge is instructively amusing.
Lastly, turning aside now from Mr. Sikorski's letter
"Here are the headlines:" Oh well, another week of pointlessly
inaccessible slapstick, although I have met an occasional soul who
enjoys what he can undrstand of it (about 10 tops). I am unable to
conjure any respect for someone who bides behind his anonymity to
throw publicized potshots at whim.
In conclude it would be nice to see some genuine humor in the
"staid, etc" Voice; one tires of shoddQy emotional essay and faceless
so-call-ed

all-but-expl- icit

7)

pre-pubesc- ent

us

--

-

pseudo-satir-

e.

weaponry, spurring the deadly
arms race."
For starters they built the first
ICBM. the first SLBM, the first
s.
ABM system and the first
The current arms race is
killer-satellie-

hardly American sponsored. Since
1870. the Soviets have introduced 11
new or modified ICBM's, we have
introduced only one, the MX. During the same period, they introduced nine new or modified
SLBM's, we have introduced exactly two.
The basic rule of Soviet behavior
was laid down years ago by Lenin:
Probe with bayonets. If you encounter steel, withdraw. If you
encounter mush, continue. History
has shown again and again that the
Soviets will take advantage of us
every opportunity they get During
the period of detente they were
involved in subversive activities in
Portugal, a NATO country, the
Middle East and Africa. During
this period they engaged in the
largest military buildup in the history of the world.
Closed borders, walls, barbed
wire, guards with orders to shoot
on sight anyone attempting to flee
these are the marks of Soviet
control. Is this the type of society
that we are to trust?
What have the Soviets done recently to deserve our trust? Have
they pulled out of Afghanistan?
Have they stopped represssing the
Solidarity labor movement in Poland? How can we trust a country
where political dissent is met by
harassment or death?
I agree that we must learn to live
peacefully with the Soviets, and
this requires developing a certainy
degree of trust But trust is a
street It is something to be
earned. Before we are to trust the
Soviets fully, they must give us
valid reasons for doing so.
two-wa-

Here

At
Wooster
By SUSAN FIGGE
What dramatic art appeals to
young and old, flourishes in every
part of the globe, and has survived

for over 4,000 years? Puppetry
hand puppets, marionettes, .water
DUDDets. rod mmnets. shadow pup---- A

L.

1

.1.

A

.

V

religious significance, that have
dealt with historical material, that
have dramatized legends and fairy
tales, portrayed operas and ballets.
and been Vehicles for political prop- -

For those of us who think first of
Pinnocchio, remember that the ear--

were used because
aco in India
religious taboos forbade impersona
tion by human actors.
In Europe puppet shows enter
tained as early as the fourth century and have been so popular that
there has been real rivalry between
puppets and live theater.
in the us tne zmt puppeteers
Men
ere the Indians.
Today we have the Muppets
BT DONALD L. DENNIS
and
The College of Wooster Puppet
unit
fTaramhe is a
composed of Black and Third
At next Wednesday's convoca
World males. It exemplifies culturtion,
Lee Reynolds, senior student
supal awareness and provides a
10 student
port structure for Black and Third at the .College, andTroupe,
will
of
the
members
campus.
Harambee
on
men
World
of
present
a
group
for
also serves as a resource
The Art of Puppetry. Reynolds and
the minority community.
group have been working since
Harambee is a swahiu term mat his
winter of 1881 on their upcomthe
means, 'We build together.' It is
of The Hobbit They
production
ing
this idea that best expresses the have constructed
70 puppets, writpurpose of the Harambee organizamoney and
script
raised
ten
the
incortion. This concept of unity is
spectacular
stage
a
in
the
built
porated in organizational activities show of ingenuity, perseverance
and functions.
Troupe members Karen
It is the goal of Harambee to and talent Dsve
Balr, Tom Berrin-ge- r,
better educate this campus cultur-n- v Anderson,
Childs,
Linda Hartman,
J.B.
and to create an awareness by Phylis
Mills,
Steve Moo-neSue
Izant
providing the campus with a look
Anne Statand
Pfeiffer
Dave
at real Ilie proDiems rrom a nunon-H- r too will provide us on Wednesday
nersnecthre. It Is the hone of the
with a surer of the art and history
Harambee organization that all stu- of
puppetry, including three demon
dents will become enlightened as to strations (one from the hoddkj ana
particminority
of
development
the
a nresentatton of slides from the
inatlnn nn cimDUI. If this is Center
Puppetry Arts in Atlanachieved, one day an students may ta, Ga.,for
and
from the Detroit Instittaramoee,
unite and proclaim:
puppet ex
permanent
tute
of
Art
We build together.' .
hibit
This preview to the Hobbit pro
duction and to the. art of puppetry
WASHINGTON
The Defease nrovides the ideal background, for
Department reports that the nucle- enjoying the Hobbit production and
ar core ' of the Soviet satellite, for appreciating the art and artist
whose main portion splashed into ry of our own College ox wooster
the Indian Ocean last month, harm- Puppet Troupe.
lessly reentered the Earth's atmosphere Monday over the Atlantic

Harambee:
Resource Center
For Black

-

nc

Page 2

on-camp-

them one instance whre it has not
been the U.S. which has developed
the newest generation of nuclear

m-offrammi-

' the Blackhearts,

(1770-182-

ft

1?3

.
KarlP. Homing

lecture-demonstrati-

on

y.

Ocean.
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Wooster's Faculty Artistic
Talent Examined At Display

Cold Showers Abound

For Jazz Ensem ble

Now that the plug is over allow
By BILL ST. JOHN
Read closely because I have me to settle some scores. I'd like to
some very important things to say. thank Mark Ferguson for offering
The Wooster Jazz Ensemble will be Stint's Jazz Corner as a name for
having two concerts this quarter, this column. Thanks Ferg, its workjust like last quarter. The first will ing great I must again state that
be in Lowry Center Pit on Wednes- the cold morning showers are realp.m. ty beginning to irk me. Please,
day, 16 February,
This will be a short concert. The please, please don't write in about
full concert will be in Freedlander that; I can hear the responses

BY ANGELA MARKER
As an art critic, I could hardly
say I'm experienced, but as a
College of Wooster student with an
interest in new things, I trotted
over to the Mackenzie Gallery in
the Severance Building where Rebecca Seeman and Walter Zurko
.

5:00-6:0- 0

are exhibiting some "interesting"

artwork.
Seeman graduated from the University of Colorado with an MFA,
and has been on the College of
Wooster faculty since 1977. Her
artworks entail the use of imagination and perspective. For example,
her piece entitled "Bower" gives
both the impressions of being a
tunnel or a bridge depending on the
viewer's perception of size.
"I try to make sculpture that
invokes an imaginary sense of
scale. Outwardly these structures
are small, intricate and formal,
and not especially precious. The
surface textures and colors are
notable but not necessarily decorative. The regular slats and openings modulate the interiors and
exteriors with pattern, light and
shadow. The spaces in and around
the works do not overwhelm."
"In pretending one is small and
in varying degrees of smallness.
the works no longer remain delicate wooden objects. They become,
through whatever associations or
walls, fences, fortressmemories
es
because of an imaginary
physical interaction with them. The
spaces, defined by the works, become places where one might sit,
bide, stand guard or play."
In her work, Seeman uses assorted pieces of weathered wood. Each
piece was chosen for some unusual
characteristic (i.e., color, texture).
She then utilizes the piece for her
use. Her work certainly does not go
unnoticed, though. She has recently
exhibited at the AIR Gallery in
New York City and at Albion College in Michigan.

Walter Zurko, a graduate of
Southern Illinois University
with a MFA has been
on the College of Wooster faculty
for about a year and a half. He
explains his works in this way:
"For the past year and a half, my
art work has been concerned with
the creating of
sculptural vessels. I work primarily in ceramics, however, I do
materials
utilize
(wood, paint, color pencil etc.)
when needed."
This body of work has dealt with
the dual meaning of the word
vessel. Almost all of my pieces are
based on utilitarian pottery forms
like bowls, teapots, cups, etc. However, the teapots and the oval
bowls also resemble boats or ships.
The "Refugee Teapots" are as
much concerned with the warmth
and hospitality of being served and
consuming hot tea, as they are with
the transient nature of homeless
refugees." The "Oval Refugee
Bowls" suggests the idea of con
tainment of food or nourishment,
yet, are also meant to remind one
of sea faring crafts.
Zurko has recently exhibited in a
show. He is now exhibit
ing his talent in Chicago in the
Martha Schnieder Museum.
Both of these interesting artists
have and are contributing to cul
ture on campus. Their diligence
and work most surely will not go
unnoticed or unrewarded.
Ed-wardsvi-

one-of-a-ki- nd

room-temperatu-

two-pers- on

re

already: "Forty-tw- o
thousand children a day in the world die of
starvation and the only things St
Reactionary sees fit to complain
about are his bourgeois cold showers!," or, "Hegemonic Communists
are encroaching upon free peoples
all over the globe and the dec a indent pinko jazz musician snivels
about cold showers!." Spare me.
And to all of you who think you
have to get loaded to play, I leave
you with this quote from a prominent and influential jazz musician:
"Any musician who says he is
playing better either on tea, the
needle, or when he is juiced, is a
plan straight liar. When I get too
much to drink I can't even finger
well, let alone play decent ideas.
And, in the days when I was on the
stuff, I may have thought I was
playing better, but listening to
some of the records, now, I know I
wasn't Some of these, smart kids
who think you have to be completely knocked out to be a good horn-ma- n
are just plain crazy. It isn't
true. I know, believe me."
He should know. His name was
Charlie Parker.
Last paragraph. Review albums?
Next time. That's why this is called
a jazz corner. This is Bill St John.

Theatre on Tuesday, 22 February,

9:15.

Saint's
Jazz
Corner
Since I am a member of this
glorious institution I will not insult
the intelligence of the reader with
an unconvincing (but nonetheless
rush-ho-

well-deserve- d)

i

."

',

-

Photograph by Fraac Ja atxaa.

Walter Zurko, "Refugee Teaport 19." ceramic

Pohlm ann 's Soviet Apologia
Is Disingenious Whitewash

lle

By IAN HABTRICK
I have read some fairly disingen- bodies of many millions of deliberious whitewashes of Soviet policy in ately murdered citizens should at
the past, but most of them were least give one pause. Could the
ancient history from the 1920's and same progress have oc cured with30's. Marcus Pohlm ann has proved out Lenin or Stalin?
apologia is a living
the
The existence of the massive
art.
DOSAAF youth program, sort of a
make me
Criticism of such unfactual and boy scout wjth
debatable stuff thus must also re- wonder about Soviet pacifism. They
main a living art.
indeed remember WWII but I susSoviet power has from the begin- pect it is for reasons unrelated to
pro-Sovi-et

AK-47-

ning been expansionist both in act
and rhetoric. As the lead nation in
the world revolution they too, on
the responsibility of deciding the
revolutionary future of Poland and
Germany. Lenin wished to create a
resolution in Poland and Germany
with the help of Russian troops in
1920. Poland and Germany with the
help of -- Russian troops in 1920.
Poland did not respond kindly to
Russian help. "Revolution" adulterated with Russian chauvinism
remains a key export even to this
day.
As for exploiting other countries
the Russians have and continue
to do so. Comecon has provided the
Soviet Union with most of their
quality consumer goods for some
time. The more vibrant east bloc
European economies help to keep
the Soviet Empire alive. Vietnam
and Cuba provide troops and bases
for Soviet adventures abroad,
thereby justifying their subsidy.
One cannot belittle Soviet economic
progress since the revolution but
the fact that it was raised on the

S,

peacemongering. True pacifism in
the USSR has long ago been
crushed by the state.
Contrary to your statement in the
Voice, Stalin was not left out of the
Marshall plan. He refused it and
forced other devastated European
nations under his control to forgo
US assistance. Historical errors
aside, the self contradictory Soviet
line you espouse concerning Soviet
intentions toward their neighbors
concerns me most of all. A nation
that has consistently sought direct
political control over its neighbors,
is economically autarkic yet has a
navy the equal of the largest trad
ing state, embraces a messianic,
ideolototalitarian,
gy, and possesses an army several
times that would be needed to iena
can only be
.off it enemies
considered unambiguously defen
sive by the naive or deluded. All
the bold new steps and risk taking
of arms control must take place in
the light of those facts. We ignore
them (and those who parrot the
Soviet line) at our own risk.
.

self-justifyi- ng

:

ur

of super-

latives, describing the incomparable (oops!) .Wooster Jazz Ensemble. Instead, I'll say only two
things. First, if you do plan to go to
the Freedlander concert, get there
early. Last quarter we packed 'em
in and many had to sit on the floor.
Second, if you haven't been to a
WJE concert or you don't plan to
go, please talk to someone who
heard us play last quarter. After
you do this you'll find that you'd
like to go as much as Dan Sikorski
likes to use parenthesess.
Believe me, you're sick of studying and there's nothing like hot,
blistering jazz to bring all you
crazy college kids out of the winter
blues. Cmon, you're there.

Hartje Explores
Country Music
Continued from Page 1
plexity within an a eappella frame
work. This complexity, ne saia,
was copied by the whites but crude-tw- o
instruments
or
were substituted for the various
vocal rhythms.
While the dulcimer' and autoharp
were early examples of these instruments, the first really important instrument to country music
development was the fiddle, rhis
Instrument established mucn oz me
pattern of early country music.
Following the fiddle in development
were the banjo and theguitar, the
other two most important instruments in country music.
Hartje pointed out that all the
early outstanding players of these
instruments were blacks.
Country music's debt to the vigorous rural Christian religion of the
late 19th and early 20th countries is
also great as is demonstrated by
some of the tune's which ' have
become country classics like "I'll
Fly Away."
"Country music," he pointed out
"is heavily oriented to the gospel."
three-string-

ed

Finally, the

co-recordi- ng

-

mountain-hillbill- y

way of life (which he noted, is
difficult to precisely nail down),
impacted heavily on early country
music style. People like the Carter
family
of which Mabel was the
original, and June Carter, Johnny
Carter, and Rosanne are the most
recent members
.and Jimmie
Rodgers, brought a humanism and
what. Hartje called ,!'a;- visceral- -

sophistication" to country music.
In addition to the hillbilly influence to the Carter family and
on the
Rodgers, their
early Victor label in 1924 turned
this music into "southern" music.
Their twangs and southern dialect were unmistakable.
Hartje concluded by commenting
on the relationship between country
music and the southern mind in two
ways. First of all, the Carter family is representative of country music in that their music is "laughing
at life, but crying at the same-time."

This image "slaps at some of the
portrayals of southerners" by the historian C. Vann
not-so-ki- nd

Woodward.
More importantly, though, coun-

try music as exemplified by the

lives of Jimmie Rodgers, Hank
Williams, and Elvis Presley (who
all died young) parallel the southern experience. To Hartje, a
they symbolized the lost
cause, the myth, and the end at a
time of near their own pinnacle.
.
The south was never going to be
the same, even as it slid into this,
as the three emminent figures of
country music - died at the time
which worked to enhance their
mystic characters.
The presentation ended to the
sounds of the modern country music classic, "Rednecks, White
Socks, and Blue Ribbon Beer.?
Ten-nessea-

n,

, .
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Adventures In Russia
Highlight Pohlmann's Sabbatical
By THOMAS PETH
In 1982 Marcus Pohlmann, Assistant Professor of Political Science
at the College of Wooster, became
the first Political Scientist to be
accepted by the Soviet Union to
teach in a Soviet university. It was :
through a brochure distributed by
the Fulbright Lecture Exchange
Program that Pohlmann became
aware of the opportunity.
The Fulbright Lecture Exchange
Program is an exchange program
between the United States and approximately 30 other countries including the Soviet Union. The Soviet component involves the U.S.
sending roughly 0 scholars and
the Soviets sending about the same
number here in any given year.
Twice that many, around 35, are
nominated with about half ultimately being accepted.
After submitting his name to the
State Department under the category of American Political Parties in
Elections, he was notified in November of 1981 that he had been
nominated. Pohlm ann was told not
anything more
to expect to here
until June of 1982 because things
move very slowly through Soviet
channels. On July 1 he received
word that he had been accepted.
Some interesting facts that pus-- ,
sled Pohlmann at first are that only
10 Americans were accepted this
year and the Soviets hadn't nomi
V" nated anybody to come to tne u.s.
At first he figured that there was
either a problem that stemmed
from the poor relations between the
Reagan and Brezhnev administrations at that point or something he
"some sort of
did not understand
bureaucratic foul up," as he put it
He later found out that it was a
result of neither country wanting to
appear too anxious to send people
over because of the animosity that
exists.
In addition. "Neither country is
placing a great deal of emphasis on
this kind of program right now," he
said. "Thereis no longer a big push
for cultural exchange between the
two countries.
"There has been a turnover in
their Ministry of Higher Education
there is no one to coordinate the
program. They let some people go
for mostly unknown reasons (unknown to us)."
Pohlmann suggests a priority and

sit-do-wn

yy--

15-2-

scandal combination. "But for
whatever reasons," Pohlmann
adds, "the prospects for the contin-

uation of this program doesn't look
In terms of budgetary
too good.
commitment and in terms of priority of having these kinds of exchanges as well as the apparent
vacuum that exists inside the Ministry of Education. Thre is no
guarantee that the program will
till be going next year."
Professor Pohlmann was the first
political scientist chosen by the
Soviets to teach in the Soviet Union. When asked why he believed
there had been no political scientists before, he responded, "I think,
after having had the experience, it
makes them uncomfortable to have
peple commenting upon contempothat is
rary political phenomena
anywhere in the world."
Pohlmann relates this to the people who are responsible for the
visiting lectures at any given university. He says "Ultimately if yon
:

-

.

Pohlmann had at the university
involved teaching fourth year law
students in' a five year program.
Each Friday he would lecture the
class for two hours. This involved
preparing the lecture and having it
to his Armenian translator by Monday. By Wednesday he would
with the translator and go
over the English to make surethat
she understood everything. Thursday the translator would take the
prepared lecture to the law professors to make sure that they felt
that the language that she used in
terms of law. were correct, as she
knew nothing about the subject
herself. On Friday she would read
the lecture to the class and Pohlmann would answer questions.
In addition to this he had other

,

,
.

a

f

--

-
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n

opportunities to lecturefacslty

members, graduate students, and
occasionally English language students. Pohlmann feels that he was
presenting the students with new
some of interest and
information
some not He adds, "There are a
couple of cases when it was quite
clear to me that the data that I was
presenting or the information ran a
bit contrary to what they had

heard."

One of these items was the importance of the Communist party in
the United States. Pohlmann says
"they apparently heard that it was
a bit more viable than I argued
that it was." He 1mo cites their
figures on American literary rates
and degree and amount of poverty
as a bit high. Their understanding
of welfare programs and unemployment compensation here in America was also a bit weak. "As a
result they would reach somewhat
simplistic conclusions such as unemployment is going up therefore

support for the Communist party
will go up and the likelihood of
some sort of rebellion increases."
Another question that comes to
mind is what degree Professor Pohlmann believes his lectures were
censored. He says. "I never really
saw anything in terms of the way
the translator had marked up the
translation or in the questions that
the students were asking that indicated to me that she had either left
anything out or changed anything
no big paraof significance
graphs missing or crossed out"
However, after all of Pohlmann's
scheduled lectures were over he had
been asked to do one on U.S.Soviet
foreign relations. In it he discussed
"Why the U.S. would consider them
in any sense Intimidating, why we
are building all of these missiles,
why we are leading this arms race
and soon."
In short, Pohlmann wanted to
discuss the roots of fear that Americans have about the Soviet Union.
He continued. "In the process of
that I talked about Afghanistan.
Hungaryi Czechoslovakia, the Stalin period and so on and not evaluating the right or wrong interpretation Americans were Imposing on
the events. But simply saying these
are the things that have happened
that worry a lot of Americans."
After submitting the lecture to
his translator, Pohlmann received
word that the students had become
very busy and didn't need that
lecture or the rest of his lectures
because they had to prepare for
their exams. Pohlmann says that
the officials are clearly hung up
about the free flow of information
and the exchange of ideas.

In total. Professor Pohlmann

spent three months in the Soviet
Union. The bulk of that time was
spent at the Yerevan State University in Armenia. He returned to the
states in December of 1982. He
repeatedly made the point that he
needs more time to reflect on what
he experienced before be can offer
view. He Is
a more
a convocation next quarter
in which he will offer to the College
his impressions of the Soviet Union.

same reason to the decision makers
in Moscow. The other reason is that
there is no political science in the
Soviet Union. In short, there has in
the past been very little need for a
social scientist "But then a social
scientist talking about 20th century
controversial phenomena would
add another dimension which would
be controversial."
So why did they choose Pohlmann? "I think that's a good question, he says. That we will never
know."
Pohlmann was assigned to the
Yerevan State University in Armenia which is the most southwestern republic of the Soviet Union
bordering on Turkey and Iran. He
found that the response the Armenians had toward him was tremendously enhanced by the fact that he
made an obvious attempt to use the
Armenian language. He expanded
upon this observation by explaining
that there was some obvious discrimination against Russians. He
said, "Simply there are Armenians
who don't like Russians. They see
them as boorish; not well dressed;
kind of sloppy. Drunkards Is a term

you hear a lot but I don't know how
generally they really mean that"
He went on to say. "There are
some Armenians who still view
Soviet control as a bit oppressive at
times and see the Russians as
dominating the Soviet government
They view themselves as being
colonised to some extent by the
Soviet Union." Pohlmann added
that there was almost no one that
they had talked with that had any
'realistic notion that they (the Armenians) could survive outside of
the Soviet Union given their historical oppression by the Turks and
their locationaround Iraq and Iran
and the instability in that area. The
Armenian people "were pretty wining to admit that they had gotten
quite a bit out of being in the Soviet
Union in terms of assistance in
industrializing and urbanizing. But
Pohlmann said there was still a
Mud of gut level resentment to the
fact that the Soviet government
and they Identify that very closely
with Russians because most of the
people in that (the government)
has
comes from the Russians
tried to have some effect on their
has tried to make them
culture
assimilate to a certain degree
through some subtle and some not
so subtle pressures."
The teaching responsibilities that
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Marcus Pohlmann. professor of political science, spent bisaabbatieal
last quarter studying in the Soviet Union. Pohlmann is pictured in bis
Kauke Hall office. Photograph by Frans M. Jantsen.

are an embarrassment you are an
embarrassment to that person."
As Pohlmann puts it, "They
didn't want to end up with egg in
their faces." He attributes the

,
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La Nourriture

Mother's Offers
Multiplicity Of Music
hole.

3

a.m.
Full barWide draft beer selection
Very casual atmosphere
Cover charge:
Drinks: generally in the
range
Don't be fooled by Mother's inconspicuous facade, for up the narrow flight of stairs beside Ray's
Place on Franklin Avenue lies a
truly remarkable bar.
Open four nights a week and
featuring a wide variety of live
music and domestic and imported
draft beer. Mother's has earned a
popularity not limited to Kent students. Though dark and sparsely
furnished, it is the choice of bands
9

Wed-Sa- t:

p.m.-2:3-

0

fl-2.- 50

I1.-S1.- 50

COLLEGE PRESIDENT
ATTENDS COLLEGE FUNCTION
Wooster (DDPD... The violent
winter storm which ravaged the
Midwest trapped Henry Copeland
(College President) on campus last
weekend. Making the best of the

nasty situation our parsimonious
president actually attended a
Wooster vs.

Hei-dlebe- rg

basketball. Unfortunately,

being unfamiliar with the campus,

Copeland found himself in the
wrong locker room whilst trying to
congratulate our winning team.
Dean Dick, expelled from the
trench by "Friend" (Abbot) for
fraternization with students, was
forced to spend Sunday evening at
Mom's.
Bissman delivers snow just in
time for Winter Carnival.
Following historical precedents.
Vikings rape and pillage. Giant
penguin ("Guin") falls victim.
The Lord Giveth...The College
Taketh Away.
All quiet on the Bissman-Doug-la-

1-T- al

statement is indeed a sweeping
generalization designed to offend
the population of male Volvo drivers of all races, creeds, and colours. If indeed you are an innocent
too
victim of this generalization

bad! Now you know how women
feel.
One of those who submits to this
column is a Volvo driver who is a
real man. He was probably offended too. It's good to laugh at yourself.
As for Dean Dick, he drives a
Ford. Although all the things that
we hear indicates that he is a real
man, one of us has seen him
at Lawson's.
playing Pac-ma- n
Not much is coming over the
wires yet on Dr. Harward, but I'm
sure that he enjoyed the publicity.
Here is a parting tip: If your Volvo
has fuel injection, as do all Volvos
in USA since 1974. be sure to
change the fuel filer every 12,000
miles.

we get something
"Let's
soon. The President called to inform me that his nightmares about
Mandy have become more fre-

quent"

enter officer short
"Morning, Officer Short What's
the news?"
"It's ail bad. Chief: since Swine-ha- rt
disappeared the food has been
awful!"
"Short, what has that got to do
with Mandy?"
"WeU. the Bissman Boys haven't
had any luck with their demands.
The president won't budge on the
hazing activity issue and since
Swinehart departed they've been
really hungry."
"So?"
"Don't you see. Chief, they have
eaten litte Mandy as both a protest
and, I suppose, as nourishment."
"Oh! My God! Captain Anton,
open the door for some air ! "
enter sgt bUlhouse

ss

pepper-stea-k

last night.."

Win Swinehart survive?
WD1

262-81- 66

Quality
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Salads

Hero Houm welcomes bock CO.W. students from
their break. EKO's will be starting their deliveries

It. 1J.
Delivery schedule Is as follows:

Wednesday. January
trtwMW
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presents:

Fri 11: Chokey Taylor's SWAMP
band (reggae)
(reggae)
Sat 12:
Wed 16: Driving Wheel band
(late 60 It 70's r&r)
Thur 17: MDK (hard punk from
West Germany)
Fri 18: Tasby Brothers (60 70's
rfcr)
Sat 19: Wild Giraffes (r&r, dance
music)
Wed 23: The Oroboros (Grateful
Dead tunes, rfcr)
Thur 24: The Core (reggae)
Fri 25: British Invasion (60 It 70's
British rock)
Sat 28: Chokey Taylor's SWAMP
ing.
Though reggae seems to be a band (reggae)
Further directions available at
perennial favorite at Mother's, a
multiplicity of rock 'n roll styles the Voice office.
Tonight heralds a return engagement of Chokey Taylor'a SWAMP
band, a lively and genuinely Jamaican reggae group. Residing in the
States only until the upcoming release of their first album, this
band's talent and versatility is
impressive.
All having had at one time played
with Bob Marley's Wallers, it is not
uncommon for SWAMP band members to exchange instruments or
share the role as lead vocalist when
the impulse strikes. Their pulsating
rhythm and uncomplicated lyrics
soon sways the listener into danc-

"Good morning, guys. What's
with an the long face? Hey. I got
BeaB Street Blues
"Captain Anton, what's the situa- some free info on Swinehart. The
Front.
controlling interest of the Ohio Beef
tion with the Bissman Boys?"
him. They want 8100.-00- 0
"Wen. Chief. Officer Short is market haspoor
Dear David,
guy. I'd guess that
for the
In the absence of any quantifiers, speaking with a highly reliable
was buying too
he
is
because
it
morning."
source
this
the evidence indicates that the
much pock recently. Chief, do you
think the President wUl front the
bucks?"
"Lord knows! The death of Mandy just may be the death of Swinehart. The President win be livid
20 VARIETIES OF 15" HEROES
when he hears about the Bissman
Barbeque. If they had only served
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that makes Mother's more than and artists are also featured.
Just another inexpensive watering remainder of this month's schedule

BY ANGELA A. ADAMS
MOTHER'S JUNCTION
135 Franklin Ave.
Kent, Ohio
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the President sleep?

Stay tuned.
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Continued from Page 1
The question of earning money
from Watergate fame?
A. I think it's a myth that everyone has become rich and famous
because of Watergate, it's just not
true. ErUchman would be a very
wealthy man today had he not had
Watergate. He had a lot of big job
opportunities, as I did. Haldeman
had had to take a fairly second-rat- e
job based on his involvement in
Watergate. Mitchei nas lost a fortune because of Watergate, and to
say that these people have cashed
in because they've written books is
just not accurate. All those people
were able to make megabucks, ii
that's what their goal in life was.
before Watergate. Watergate ended
all that. Someone who really
cashed in was Gordon Liddy ...
(he) is truly exploiting his infamy.
Q. WUl yon attempt to become a
licensed attorney again?
A. As a result of Lost Honor (his
most recent book) I've started
thinking more about getting my
license back ... Kalmbach, Segretti,
Colson, and Krogh all regained
their licenses quietly, and if I could
do so in such a manner, I would be
very interested, I don't want it to
be a show. In fact I recently saw a
lawyer friend on the ethics committee of the Virginia bar who said
that he was recently reviewing my
case and saw that the disciplinary
committee jumped on me before an
the facts were really out He said
that I should go for it because the
bar would be very sympathetic now
that they know the whole picture.
So I may well do that
Q.

"THE PIZZA WITH THE KG
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Q. What is your livelihood now? A. Well, about 25 of my time is
spent with my radio and television
production company, and most ail
my time is involved in this unique
area of business consulting where 1

sen major corporations.

Q. How do your new business
colleagues feel about your past?
A. It very seldom comes up;
business is business.
Q. In light of Watergate, what is
your life like now. how do you feel?
A. I'm a happy person. I really
was never depressed through this
whole thing. It was just a hell of an
experience. I'd rather of missed it,
thank you, rather been a spectator

than a participant
Q. If you had it to do again,
would you rise so quickly?
A. I would encourage any young
person to shoot for the top, but I'd
only hope that I'd been baptized a

little earUer. That was the biggest
weakness I'd had. I really didn't
know how to look at Haldeman and
ErUchman in the eyes and tell 'em
to go to hen and I should have and
that's what you really need. But I
suspect that's why they bought me
in, they needed someone who could
technically do the job but had no

clout

Q. Do yon have any special
feeling for Woo?
A. I have very fond feelings of
Wooster and recommend a lot of
people to go there, but I never
really got the bond that many
alumni feel for it Probably because I was there- for only a short
while (1.5 years).
Q. Who was Deepthroat?
A. Al Haig!
Q. Ten me. why did you grant me
an Interview?
A. Quote of the day: God. I have
a certain empathy for any student
who has to do an Independent
Study!
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His Life, Experiences
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Roarer A. PelaraHl (r). a senior American political culture major.
recently met John Dean, former counsel to President Nixon and
graduate. PelagaW met with Dean in Cleveland as a part of
bis senior independent study.
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TH E WOOSTER VOICE
Latin America Week Supplement

Latin America Week
United Statea done lor Latin American develop-ment- ?
it baa backed repressive military regimes, aent troopa in
an effort to control the situation, boycotted their economic develop
ment etforta ... do we need to aay more? And, while doing that, it baa
opinion at home by using
or misusing the media
Sacifled public
reinforce stereotypes of Latin American people r moat often, they
are pre tented ai "happy? people who are good mainly for manual
work, unable to think for themselves, unable to underatand bow to
operate efficiently in the society, and other auch outrageous thinga.
Of course, auch beliefs can justify the nature of the United Statea
Intervention in Latin America) only theae beliefa are totally faiae.
Bow much do we know about Latin America?
Latin America Week is here, aa one more illustration of bow
much we can learn about a certain part of the world, and how many
deceptive assumptions we can reverse in the process of such an
informative and pleasant event Hopefully, our attendance at the
functions of Latin America Week will ahow alternative ways that the
ean get involved in the development
U.8.
and we aa individuals
and not
effort to this part of the world to aid them in their effort
to harm them. It does not take much wisdom to see that, if one
or variety of
understand the Latin American idiosyneraey
indioayncraciea
one can perceive the potential for dynamic
interaction between the world and the countries of Latin America.
What baa th
WeU,

Tessie Tiavaras
Tht Internationalist

:r

BY CESAR M.DJAE

-.

Puerto Rico, "the pearl of the

antiUes," is a small island with
beautiful beaches on her coast and
mysterious mountains within.
An important aspect of the Islands history is ber culture, but in
order to understand this culture,
we have to go way baek to the
"colonisation period." the time during which the Spanish people who
came and discovered the island
started using the Indians as slaves
to work the ground. These Indiana
were sot used to working in such a
way because of the freedom they
bad before the Spanish came, so
they did not list too long. The
Spanish, still needing to work the
ground in order to find gold and
other metals, decided to bring another kind of slave into the island.
Seme time later the island started
receiving black people, Africans,
who started inhebitating the island.
At this time, we did already have
different ethnic groups on the island) Indians, the Spanish, and
blaek slaves, Here is where we
started having our mixture. The
different raeea started getting married; an African woman with an
Indian, an African man with a
Spanish woman, a Spanish man
with an Indian, and so forth. This is
the main reason for Puerto Rico's
complex culture, which is a mix of
Africa, Spain, and the Indian
Aa a result of this ethnic
mix, we have a variety of cultural,
musical and religious customs.
After the war between Spain and
the United Statea, the island became the property of the United
States, and started being inhabited
d
women and men.
by
This change added another step to
the eomplex cultural situation that
we already had.
As a result of 41 these factors,
very complex- people,
we have
sometimes difficult to understand.
cul-ture-

blond-haire-

-

Latin America:
On Stereotypes And

Stereotyping
recognising the Inherent

BY R.E. HERNANDEZ

Not single literary, cultural, reli-

without

familiar to us, but none of them
adequately, expreaaea the reality of
the continent and islanda south of
the Rio Grande or Rio Bravo
which, incidentally, is neither big
nor wild anymore. Latin America
is not only Latin, for one thing; it ia
as much Indian and African aa it is
Spanish and Portuguese. Not all of
the republics grow bananas, and
only a handful of them export them. And the countries cannot be
condescendingly grouped aa "all of
thoae down there" aa if they were a
homogeneoua geopolitical reality,
which they are not
Diversity is the key to understanding

mestlxaje or cultural and raelal
mix can be arbitrarily applied, for
while mestisaje is a reality it never
eliminates the Indian, the African,
the Spanish and the other components of the cultural structure.
Questions of cultural Identity like,
What doea it mean to be Spanish
American? What does it mean to be
Argentine? Mexican? Colombian?
are unsolved problems for Spanish
Americana themselves.
We ahould become aware of theae
fundamental issues instead of rely
ing on the old worn out atereotypea
that so often serve aa pretexts to
Justify opinions of all kinds. It is
too simplistic to speak of an Argentine, a Mexican, and a Colombian

to country but from region to region within the countries. A Mexican, for example, ia different from
an Argentine, and a eosteno from a
sarrano In the Andean countries. A
fair and balanced cultural conceptualisation of Latin America must
include, at least the national and
regional identities.
It all cornea down to aaying 'let's
avoid stereotyping; we can do better than that in a campus community." In order to realise the
and Impropriety of
cultural atereotypea, let us take a
look at some of the most common
stereotypes held by Americana and
Latin Americans about each other.
Ia the stereotype of the American
man aa being an ideal husband,
(faithful, hardworking and home-lovinany more valid than that of
the Hispanic man (unfaithful, fond
parties and gambling)?
of
Ia the stereotype of the Hispanic
woman dressed In black, religious,
and obedient to her husband any
more valid than that of the American woman so often portrayed with

"Latin America," "the Banana gious or linguistic umbrella, howev- differences of each one of theae
Republics." "all of thoae countries er big. can encompass such a nationalities. Besides, deep differdown there," are all expresiions diversity. Not even the concept of ences exist not only from country

Indo-Afre-Spanish-Po- rtu.

guese-- F

reneh'Dutch-etc.-Americ-
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pernl-ciouane-
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Puerto Rica:
'Melting Pot' r
r
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Colom bia Is Diverse,
Full of Con trMictions

all-nig- ht

n
long,
hair and no makeup, wearing tennia ahoea, coming
from the supermarket In a station
BY ALICIA VIAE
the native Indiana, and leaving in the Amssons, located in the wagon full of children, bags, and a
"
Colombians
me,
are
what
"Tell
behind their culture and civilisa- aoutheaatern part of Colombia, dog? Ia the stereotype of the emoland extension of tion.
like?" Within
where the thick jungle govema the tional and domineering Hispanic
square miles, there are
of Colombia to land, there are still native Indian any more valid than that of the
south
Prom
the
people of every kind, color, and the Atlantic coast where the rivers tribes. These, unfortunately, are rational. Intriguing, and deceiving
degree of civilisation, from sophis- meet the ocean, the predominant being destroyed by the "white in- American who speaks softly while
ticated intellectuals to .., savages. raee is white caueasian, and "mes-tisoa- fluence" in the area.
concealing a big stick?
It is almost impossible to establish
Examples like these are enough
Then, facing the west Is the
Even though the people from
one type by mixing the whole Pacific coast, where the main race each of these regions share a com- to make us reflect on the bsbit of
population, because you cannot is black, it was colonised mainly by mon nationality, each region has stereotyping others. In answering
make a composite picture by the black slaves that fled from her own characteristics that make these questions we should realize
adding a Motilone Indian to a
owners during the Spanish her distinct from the others. Their how imperfect and deceiving aterpolitical science teacher. In the their
colony. Also in the Atlantic coast differences art mainly due to the eotypea can be and how it feels to
widest sense of the word a Colombi- where the main slave porta were geographical positions, climates, be stereotyped by others. The realan may be any of aeveral ex- established, a vast majority of the and the diverse traditions these isation of this cultural phenomenon,
tremes, He may be tall and blond population is black.
people eome from. In the coast you coupled with the opportunity to
or am all and brown
and blue-eyecompart stereotypes to reality,
large plain of "the Llanos"
the
In
Continued on Page I
and Asiatic looking, or even black. the population is mestisos. Lastly.
ahould motivate all of us to observe
He may wear the elethea of a
people of other cultures intelligentmember of the 'fashionable upper
ly and critically and to conceptualelaaa" or may be using "alparge-taa- "
ise them and their eulturea beyond
or a loineloth,
worn out cliches that so often
the
, 8till this great variety of raeea,
distorted and mislead-- g
Esrpctuate
culture and valuea can be grouped
notions.
into five main geographical subdiNow that wt art talking about
visions in Colombia, They are; the
internationalising the campus com..... ,
wind-blow-

.

,"

d,

Atlantic coast, the Pacific coast,
the Interior Valleys, the Amaaons,
and the "Liases.", The two main
interior valleya, the Cauea and the
Magdalene, are found between the
three, mountain rangea that embrace Colombia, The Andes bifurcates into three main, mountain
rangea when it reaches Colombia,
Theae are: the Cordillera Occidental. Central, and Oriental, Between the Occidental and the
Central Mountain Ranges a main
artery flows fertilizing the land; it
la the Cauea River, Between the
Central and Oriental Mountain
Rangea, the majestic Uagdelana
River flows running throusa valleys tad plains. It ia thrrcsh these
rivers that the; Spanish conquerors
traveled through Colombia, thus
having
chance to interact with

A

-

r
.

I

munity, reflections like these can

be very useful. Alto, the events and
activities of the Latin American
Week put together by the Interna-

V

tional Student Association will

hopefully help to achieve a healthy,
inspiring and truly intereultural
climate in which we all can flourish.
S
Mr. Beraindes if a professor of
Spanish sad Itslisa $t tbi College.
I

The Editors of The Wooster Voice
wish to tbsak Tessie Tssrsrss tor

ber sssistsnee ia orgtnlztai sad
Typical of any American city, Resota, Columbia flourishes with
modern conveniences, superstructures and transportation. Photo
a
courtesy of Doaf3it

coordinating this Specisl Lppltf
meat,
Tbsaks slso go to the comspon-tea-ts
who contributed articles.
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Repression In Nicaragua
yl Supported By U.S.A.
a

Colom bia Is Diverse,

Full of

nnntrarHnfinns

S

!

MOSER
BY ALISON
Historically, the U.S. hat always
protected its strategic interests by
influencing the governments of
Central America. From the 1800's
through the lWO's. its strategic
Interests centered mainly on the
protection of its control of the

Panama CanaL
a

:

Mi'

Nicaragua, as a potential site for

second

canal,

Atlantle-Paeifl- e

was especially Influenced by U.S.
policy and intervention, which included the supoprt in the l&50's of
the American Walker's assumption
of the presidency of Nicaragua,
U.S. strategic interests in Central
America currently concern Soviet-U.conflicts about the fear of
Soviet expansion into the Western
Hemisphere. During the past 50
years, the search for
stability has led to the
support of right-win- g
dictatorships
throughout Latin America. Nicaragua was not excepted.
Prior to the 1930's, Nicaragua's
traditional and bloody feuding between the Liberal and Conservative
parties, based upon intense geographic loyalties, consistently dominated its political activities. The

S.

anti-Commun-

Tfc

Continued from Page 7
people
find
that talk loud and fast,
laugh and dance a lot. They are
accepting of tourist?, generous and
lively; their food is mainly seafood
and their dresses very colorful.
Their skin color demonstrates their
love for the sun and for their

beautiful beaches.
As a contrast, there are the
people that live and work in the
mountains. The climate is cold and
their life Is rather dull. It is limited
to cultivating the land and struggling to ensure their existence.
They wear thick wool hand woven
"vuanas" to keep them warm and
protected from the frosted mornings and the strong wind. People
are more reserved in their opinions, more closed in their view of
the world, yet so realistic when it
comes to hard work.
Then, there are the people of the
valleys, hard workers also, they
are the ones that built up the
economy of the country, taking
advantage of the fertile land and of
people's productivity. The climate
is moderate, sometimes hot. This
J
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those who use them. Their family
feeling is strong, and so is their
group and regional solidarity, but
they are intensely independent."
Even though there is a great variety among Colombians, whenever
you ask one, "Where are you resulting Instability prompted
from?" the answer is, "I am a years of foreign intervention. During the early 1920's, popular opinion
Colombian!"

An-astas-

Bi-Ling- ual

Education
Examined

BYM.L. deJESUS
Is a bilingual education as important now to Latin Americans as it
was 10 years ago when it first
started?
Many city school districts around
the nation are asking themselves
that very same question. But why?
Has the bilingual education deteriorated through the years, or is it
that people don't care anymore.
Ten years ago, the Latin Americans of this country felt that it was
absolutely necessary that a bilingual education be established for
those children who were having

difficulties learning English as
their second language. For many

individuals this education was the
only means that would encourage
the survival of a culture that was
jNL.. , I
(ECUADOR
being lost For many years our
BRAZIL
"Nl
children were being sent to mentally retarded institutions because the
PERU
teachers eould not understand the
confusion their students were facmakes people dress casually. Eth- ing because of the language barnicities, such as the calenos, are rier. To destroy children's futures
friendly and very because they could not communihospitable. The food is of a great cate la dehumanizing and depressvariety due to the variety of things ing.
When the bilingual program first
cultivated and to the means of
transportation that allow them to started, I was among the first to
experience an education that would
get what they cannot cultivate.
In the llanos the climate, charac- fulfill my needs as an individual. 1
terized by dry and rainy seasons, remember how confused and frighthas nourished people who are good ened I was every time a fellow peer
workers, full of tenacity and with a would speak to me in a strange
very temperamental character. language. It was frustrating and
And, lastly, the Amazon of Sierra ytt rewarding to continue learning
Nevada de Santa Marta Indians my native tongue and at the same
with their unique society consist time the English language. It is
s'
one more variety of Colombian disappointing to say that our
future is being threatened by
people.
In general. Colombians can be the financial problems that the city
described, as aa American histori- school districts are having.. What
an said, "... generous, proud, sensi- has happened to our city school
tive, they have ideas and respect districts in the past 10 years be
or i an

CCJS"2A

,
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throughout the U.S. motivated the denied Nicaragua economic aid and
withdrawal of U.S. Marines placed is supporting CIA training of Somo-sa'- s
in Nicaragua in 1912. The election
exiled supporters, the National
in 1924 of conservative Carlos So- Guardsmen, on the Nicaragua-Hondura- s
lon ano as president of Nicaragua
border. The Moskito Indiana,
and of Dr. Juan B. Sacasa as vice who live on the border, like other
president, however, resulted In a indigenous groups of Latin Americoup d'etat led by conservative Mr. ca, are mostly concerned with local
Chamorro. Sacasa then led a revolt matters and to not feel a part of
any national government, Nieara-gua- n
against Chamorro. '
nor Honduran. Hence, the
The U.S. moved to put down the
revolution with Marines, succeeded Moskito Indians are easily persuadin weakening the offensive and in ed by effective leaders to fight for
placing U.S. sympathiser Adolfo whatever cause. The Nicaraguan
Diaz In the presidency, Colonel revolutionaries fear that the CIA
Henry L. Stimson, later Secretary wishes to use the Indians against
of State, was then sent to Nicara- the new government The relocagua to renegotiate a settlement tion of the Moskito Indians from i
4
between the Conservatives and Liberals. The Stimson Agreement involved the creation of a U.S.
trained national guard as a prerequisite for withdrawal of U.S. troops. .
All involved accepted the agreement except for liberal general
Cesar Augusto Sandino, who was
opposed to the creation of a national guard and refused to lay down
of
bis arms until U.S. occupation
Nicaragua was ended. '
The combined forces of U.S. Marines and the newly created National Guard of Nicaragua fought un- the border, the main cause of
successfully against Sandino for criticism of the Nicaraguan governfive yeara, starting in 1928. On 1 ment if not solely due to CIA
January 1933, Dr. Saeasa was inau- actions, is certainly aggravated
gurated to the presidency and
greatly by such an obvious threat
Somosa was installed as the to the current Nicaraguan governhead of the National Guard. Edu- ment
cated in the United States, Somosa
The United States opposes the
d
by the U.S. adminis- Sandinista government primarily
was
idetration and was therefore helped to because of its Marxist-Leninipower by the U.S. The last of the ology. The baste fact of a leftist
Marines were removed the next ideology, however, does not autoday. Soon after that, Sandino matically signify Soviet or Cuban
reached an agreement with Somosa ties. Americans tend to instinctiveand ended his fighting. In 1934, ly oppose any socialist or commuSandino was assassinated by Some nist government simply because its
sa's national guard, allegedly di- name or its actions, such at redisrected by Washington through tribution of wealth, resembles SoviAmerican Minister Lane. Soon af- et communism. Such governments,
terward, Somosa used the Guard to then, come to be evaluated on the
forcefully assume the total control basis of ideology rather than actual
of Nicaragua, and thus commenced merit The U.S. government, unforthe U.S. supported reign of the tunately, is also caught up in ideolSomosa family which lasted until ogical battles, and thus fails to
reaet to the true needs of people in
the Sandinista revolution in 1979.
The Somosa family regime was other nations.
Due to accusations that Nicararesponsible for great human rights
violations and for huge misappro- gua has been supplying arms to
priations of national monies. When Salvadoran rebels, the U.S. has
the Sandinistas took power in 1979. refused to give economic aid to
of El Salvatht nationalization of the Somosa Nicaragua. In the case
family's assets provided such a dor, however, it is widely felt that
large amount of land and business the rebels, who are supported by a
that the private sector waa touched majority of the Salvadorans, will
win eventually. The only variable is
very little by redistribution,
A large percentage of the Nieara-guan- a time, which the U.S. is increasing
originally supported the San- by supplying arms to the Salvadordinista revolution. That support is an government The human rights
dwindling, however, largely be record of El Salvador is very poor,
cause of the need of the revolution- but the United States government
ary government to restrict political continues to support the repressive
activity and because of rising for
Continued en Page 9
eign debt The U,S while not
causing all of these problems, has

sides the financial problems? Is it
that people don't care anymore of

what may lie in the future for the
Latin American immigrants. These
are people who wish a concrete
education for their children.
"How can we continue having a
successful bilingual education for
our children?", a bilingual education teacher said. "I believe that it
must start with the parents. They
must show more interest in their
childrens' education."
Parents should continue to communicate that very same hope of
survival for their culture to the city
schools. "When this is done," she
said, "then can we expect a future
for our younger generation. I believe in the bilingual education
because both my son and daughter
are products of these teachings,
and I believe that my students will
want their children to have the
same chance they once had. This
education is the means of hope and
strength for our people."

open-minde- d,
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WOOSTEB SYMPHONY OKCHSS
TRA
Feb. 19. 9:13 p.m. McGaw Chap-

el, Admission S3. Nancy Buckingham Gaiiick, music director, Leon
Bates, soloist (piano).

Overture

to "Semiramide",

Gioacebino Rossini
Symphony No. 104, "The
(1792-1SS3- ),

Lon-

don," Franz Joseph Haydn, (1732
IKS), Adagio; Allegro, Andante,
Menuetto, Allegro spirituoso.
INTERMISSION
Piano Concerto No. I in C minor,

Opua

It,

Sergei Rachmaninoff,

(197M94J), with Leon Bates,

Sczicc

Scc6

2522 CLEVELAND ROAD

WOOSTER, OHIO
ICM - REMINGTON RAND
FACIT - 5CM - BROTHER
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The' Falkland's:

Considered From Abroad
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surfaced last year when President treatment of the native Americans
Ust year Ifitterand visited Madrid and drew the real issue here?
Speculation about American hissharp criticism from everyone.
it was Interesting to listen to
tory
poll-ties- .
books aside, it remains quite
newspapers
world
.people
on
perspective
and
different
that Spain's current relaequivalent
certain
eountry
his
of
Spanish
prides
which
from the
Here U
European
itself en its brotherly ties with own political party. Especially sig- tions with its immediate warm,
but
Hispanic America, yet which only nificant were the French policies of neighbors are free from
it is nevertheless trying to
Ust year Joined the North Atlantis opposing Spanish entry into the that
Treaty Organisation, pledging itself EEC (perceived by Madrid as a integrate itself into that very bloc
to defend all members, including meant to further economic develop- socially, economically, politically
BY DAVJD
While studying to Spain

In-elud- ing

--

northern European "workaholl
"'Cism,"
Am a result,
in its desire to
"modernise" its economy and stabilise Western brand of democracy, Spain is working to integrate
itself into the rest of Western Europe and respects these countries

wth certain reservations.
good

friend

France has not been
for many reasons. Some of these

stability of the present govern.
ment.)
Relations with the English are
even worse. The most obvious obBritish
stacle is the century-lon-g

pacific

$j

atlantic ociah

possession of Gibraltar, But this
sore spot is only an example of a
general bad feeling toward Britain
which has existed for at least 400
years. Here in our own perspective of
this history. I saw a fittie American
bias against Spain which goes beyond this country's understandable
affinity with England and deeper
than any specific decision by Washington: how many of us Americans
studied the Elisabethan Period with
a smiling attitude toward Sir Francis Prake and the other pirates
(openly ealled such), who raid the
filthy-ric- h
Spanish galleons loaded
with American gold? Is Spanish
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Needless to say, the Spanish were
cheering for Argentina all the way,
regardless of political party, yet
Madrid pulled up short of formal
diplomatic action in favor of Argentina or against Britain. Premier
Calvo Sotelp, while attending
Spain's first NATO summit, did
mention that Spain was now to be
Europe's Latins American conscience, or something to that effect,
but apparently Europe was listen
ing to the other shoulder,
Spain was caught in a very difficult situation, and King Juan Car
los desperately appealed to President Beagan to use his leversge
with both belligerents to solve the
crisis.
The outeome of the conflict is
now history. The more fact that
hot war is not being fought takes s
lot of heat off of Spain, and relations with Britain might oven be
easing
bit, as free passage was
recently opened to Gibraltar directly from Spain, making it no longer
necessary to first cross over to
Iforocco and back. As things art
going now, Spain might Just succeed at being Hispanic and European at the same time- --
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BY X. 8AN OABBJSL
from another Latin American per
Since X have Filipino parents, I son (besides the fact that Puerto
have no tract of Puerto Rican Ricans speak Spanish to a fast,
blood, yet I feel "Puerto Riean." It slurring manner). They also share
la not only the fact that I was the more general traits of Latin
raised in Puerto Rico that makes Americanat They are senslUve,
mo feel so much a part of that friendly tad generous, very conculture; It goes deeper than that. servative, they art family-centereThere is something more that Is
often very relious, very
very seductive about Puerto Rican sociable and very cheerful. They
culture that I enjoy tremendously; love music, and art very conscious
and that is what I will try to about- tradition (unfortunately,
explain here.
tradition seems to be disappearing
I love the Puerto Rican culture, with taeb passing year).
the people, and the
traditions they sou keep, in tnese.
there is a certain warmth, and it Is f Tradition is everything, from the
hard not to claim sense of belong- Puerto Rican food (soot of It wss
ing to them.
Spanish, some of It was native
The culture, for Instance, Is the Indian, and some of It was borresult of Spanish ancestry; with rowed from countries sQ over the
forms of history from slavery to
world, especially African ones), to
North American invasion, from na- the language they speak, from the.
tive Indian traditions which still old city of San Juan to tht vendors
live today to the traditional Spanish to the streets. These things seem to
Christmas festivities.
be changing as time passes, but I
Puerto Rican people are unique I wish they could remain as they
It Is through a certain way that you
can distinguish a Puerto Rican
d,

-
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Rep re oo ion In Nicaragua
Supported By U.S.A.
I
antt-eommuni-

sm,

long-standi-
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anti-communi-
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latin
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Tht College of Wooster, Feb.

XT,

no charge.
Pour Granada Sopjs on guitar.
eountry; less cause to relocate tht AndreJ MentachukcS, member of
Ifoskito Indians; and mora reason musie faculty, Tht CeUegt of Wooto remain faithful to the U.S., as ster.
Pinto's "Memories of Childhood'.
they expressed the desire to do

regime there. In the name of
the U.S. is prolonging
a war by siding with the oppres- after the revolution.
U.S. policy of
sors, and denying economic aid to The
Nicaragua for aiding the op- backing repressive regimes with
pressed. Such actions give the Sovi- arms to such countries as El Salvaet Union and Cuba tht grand oppor- dor and Guatemala en the sole
must end
tunity to be the humanitarians and basis of
better their reputations while that soon. Per even if one thinks only to
of tht United States continues to terms of protection of tht United
decline all over the world. Thus, to States, the U.S. will not be very
the secure If it alienates everyone surthe name of
U.S. is actually aiding communism. rounding It. Prom a more universal
tht United Statts
If tht U.S. were Instead to support standpoint,
and should support tht rights of tht
tht Sandinista government
thus lessen financial and security many rather than tht dominance of
problems to Nicaragua, tht Nicara- - tht few, for democracy cannot
would have less reason to continue to be the privilege only of
Eans
political
activity within tht United States citizens. ,
lit
anti-communis-

Sute

25.63)

It is next to this backdrop that
crisis dethe MalYlnas-Falkland- a
velops down under and "plus ultra." Argentina, of all countries, is
one of the dearest friends of the
Spanish. Both conservative and liberal Spaniards told me how much
they respected the Argentine people, explaining that Argentina was
one of the only countries which
didn't cut off diplomatic and economic relations with Spain after
the Franco government took control of the republic. (The Spanish
seemed to regard this as solidarity
with the Spanish people in their
economic crisis rather than with
the Fascist government in its political dilemma.)
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ment) and net extraditing Basque and militarily.

terrorists (seen as a threat to the
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is a nation
both liberal
overwhelming'
and conservative
ly supported Argentina in the crisis
over "las Malvinas" (the Spanish
name for. "the FaSdands"). yet
whose government abstained in
votes on UN resolutions concerning
the issue.
Before trying to understand the
Spanish attitude toward Spanish
America, it's necessary to consider
Spain by itself. It has long been an
isolated country. After the Spanish
Civil War, a testing period for new
weapons to be used in World War
II, this already technically underdeveloped country found itself in
shambles and isolated both diplomatically and economically.
Despite much economic development since that time, Spain still
sees itself behind its neighbors in
economic terms. Spanish newspapers at least were reporting last
year that its unemployment rate
was the highest in Western Europe,
and the general feeling I sensed
there was that they felt they were
in the process of catching up with
the rest of - Europe economically
while avoiding what they see as
Great Britain

whoso population

THe

sm

T:9 p.m. If ackey Bau,

by fresbmsn Norko
Serformed
fada, piano.

"Zorixico" by Albecis, performed
by Junior Rristen Nieewender,

Triata" bv Arulrra and a Prel
ude by Ginostera, performed by
Junior Carol Bettew, piano.
"Este es Pedro Carbonero" by
Carlos Surinaek, performed by
sophomore if are DeJesus, vocalist.
r,Tus OiiUos Negros" by Manuel
de Falls and "Sto ta Amor" by
Miguel Sandoval, performed by student Cesar Plas, vocalist.

rgg WOOSTZR

BY SJLVINA MZDUS
an Argentine. I feel the
of explaining what we think
About the laaue of the Isla$ Mtlvh
sm or Falkland Islanda. The Argentine people believe that there
and
re not only geographic
historical reaaona but also concrete
facta that aupport their viewpoint
Shout the eovereignty of theae la
landa.
The Malvinaa lalanda art located
only 300 milea off the Argentine
continental coast. Geographically
they belong to the continental platform. They were discovered by the
Spaniards in 1320 and they had
been their lawful owners until Argentina gained its independence
and took them over and consequently settled the corresponding
local government Nearly 150 years
ago, in 1U3, Great Britain set foot
by force on the islanda, which up
until then had been inhabited by
Argentine people. After violently
overthrowing not only the government, but the settlers as well, they
established a British colonial gov
eminent Ever since then, Argentina, weaker country by far, has
been patiently claiming them year
after year, but Great Britain has
always scorned us off by keeping
silence or avoiding a direct answer.
Is there any free nation on earth
that would not feel the arrogance of
the intruder on its land as a bleeding aoreT What free people would
not continually dream of delivering
its land from imperial colonialism?
And if they tried who would call
them aggressors?
Until 1&S3, the Malvinas has been
inhabited by Argentine people. After the British take-ovthose who
were left alive fled to the continent.
The population was wholly replaced
by British subjects. Today it consists of 1800 people:" a few English
and the rest are kelpers, natives of
British aseent Great Britain suggested that the decision should be
up to these British people
a new
mockery to our rights.
ne-jpeea-

ity

However, in 1970 Argentina obtained permission from Great Brit-ato provide the kelpers with
plane and boat transportation to
and from the continent, with medical and educational facilities. All
this at the ezpenae of our country.
We firmly believe that we improved their living. Kelpers are
considered an inferior category of
British subjects. They haven't got
the rights of the native citizens.
They may go and stay in England
only for a limited time, rather aa
tourists and only once every two
years.
Fifteen years ago, the United
Nations Organisation, in an attempt to reaffirm its ideals and
resolutions on colonialism, acknowledged the Argentine rights to
the islands. They passed the motion
that both countries should seek a
solution through peaceful negotiations. Nothing of the sort happened,
the British government constantly
eluded the main point, namely sovereignty.
After 149 years of vainly pleading
and begging to be listened to, our
patience has finally died. Argentina
felt it had to recover the islands,
and so it did on April 2. IM2
without shedding a single drop of
British blood.
We are peaceful people and we
were only prepared for peaee but
aa they struck us we logically
struck back. We loat a battle but
not the war. What the weapons
eould not give us, will someday be
restored to us by common sense.
We have a right to our land.
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detached from the struggle, however, the neutral intelleetuala contribute to the maintenance of the status

quo.
Since the 1130'a, a large number
of Bolivian intelleetuala, especially
students of the social sciences and

writers, have endorsed the need for
change. Inflation, increasing social
tension, and a war with Paraguay
(between 1U2 and lass) that waa
manipulated by imperialist powers
made the Bolivian intellectuals
aware of the necessity to destroy
old structures that were a result of
the Spanish conquest and that had
not been destroyed in the struggle
for independence.
After political independence was
achieved in 1129, Bolivian society
did not change: the m eases continued being exploited, as they were
during the Spanish domination; the
introduetios of commodities
produced by mors industrialised
nations did not permit the consolidation of a Bolivian industry; and
only the local elite and foreign
business groups benefited from the
new republican system.
Only is the IMO'a was there a
significant attempt to change Bolivian society. A revolutionary movement, in which middle-claIntel
lectuals, miners, workers, and
peasants participated, defeated the
oligarchy. Some of the achievements of the National Revolution of
1132 were the nationalisation of the
mines, an agrarian reform in which
the land waa distributed among the
peasants, the establishment of the
universal vote, and the control of
the military by a civilian govern
menL Is the iMO's, however, the
that it bad loat is the 1150's and
took power through a coup d'etat.
The armed forces, with few exceptions, have played a reactionary
role in Bolivian history. Sinee 1125,
Bolivia's army represented the in
repressteres ta of the upper-clasing the lower-clas- s
and preventing
ehangea that would have improved
ita living conditions. Is IMO, the
military took power through a violent coup. One of their first targets,
along with the mining districts and
the labour unions, was the universities. The Uslversidad Mayor de
San Andrea (State Univeraity of La
Pas), for example, waa occupied by
troops and closed for almost a
year. The classrooms became bar
racks and material from the offices
waa partially destroyed by the "occupation forces." During the first
months of the dictatorial regime,
armored trucks remained at the
entrance of the main building of the
university,
Another measure of the military
was the restriction of the freedom
of expression. Sadie al Journals became clandestine publications, and
the major newspapers were under
strict censorship by the government Manuel Vargas, a talented
young writer, had to leave the
country after he published a story
Is Preaesela (the Catholic newspaper of La Pas). The military government considered Vargas' story
s,
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military recovered the strength

MARLENE AND JOHN BAKER OWNERS

Rexslve)

MYM.J.C. JEMIO
In every society there are Intel
lectuala who represent the interests
of the lower-claand thus want
change; intellectuals who represent
the interests of the upper-clas- s
and
thus oppose change; and intellectuals who claim to be neutral
asserting that their only goal is the
pursuit of the truth. By remaining
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Dates To Teach Class
Tkw mmnwd pianist Leo Rates will offer a Master Class as Friday,
Pes. IS at p.m. 1st Maekey Hall (Westminster Church House). Students
from the Muaie Department will peifom a variety of epmpaeittonai Mr.
Bales will offer remarks and swegeatkma about musical Interpretation, All
are welcome. The Master Class la being sponsored by the Moaie
Departsaemt and the Weeeter Symphony Orchestra,
Mr, Bate ha emerged Is reeent years aa a premlneut soloist with a
variety ef major orchestras sues as the Philadelphia Oreheatra end the
Atlaatta Symphony, Mia recitals Is Carnegie Hall and the Kennedy Center
Is Washington have received the hifHeat praise from major critic.
Aeeerdisf to the New York Timee, "Be has arrived,"
His awards Include the Negro Musicians prise for piano, the National
Association ef Muaie Teachers' Collegiate Artists Com petition and the
Symphony of the New World Auditions. Mr, Bates has performed
extensively Is Europe and Africa, including several appearances is

t

Zimbabwe
Bates will be the featured soloist performing the ftaehmanlnoff
Second Piano Coneerto with the Wooater Symphony Oreheatra on
Saturday, Feb, It In MeGaw Chapel at 149 awns.

to be against their interests; therefore, the junta sought to penalise
the young writer. Unable to find
him, forces ef the government oe
espied PreeeneU and closed It for
some time. Vargas' situation was
typieal of that faeed by many
Bolivians, and aimilar eventa took

constantly between 1W0 and
Jlaee
Ml, Bolivia continued under mill
tary rule until lies, when, thanks to
internal and international pressure,
the armed forces left power,
Bolivia provides as example of
the great contribution of progressive intelleetuala to the process of
economic and aoeial change. The
direct and indirect participation of
intelleetuala in the National Revolution is the 1190' a, and the
"threat" that the military perceived in the work of writers' demonstrate the effectiveness of Intellectual actios against corrupt and
authoritarian political structures.
Because Bolivia still has to go
through further ehangea, the sum
ber of Intelleetuala who have a
critical attitude towards society
must increase oven mors. People
are ready for actios, but they lack
adequate leadership asd organise
tios. The intellectuals must provide
the critical attitude towards reality
that produces change. As many

Bolivians have knows for some
time, uncritical acceptance of the
status quo produces only

LATIN AMERICA

WIIX

Program
The International Students Aaso
elation invttca you to participate to
the activities of the Latin America
Week whleh will take place on Feb.
18. 14. is, it, it and IS at the
College of Wooster, The following is
the program of events t
Thursday i Feb. 10: Wayne Cornelius, "The Crisis Is Mexico; Origins
and Consequences," Lecture, Leas
Lecture Room, T;90 p.m.
with Great Decisions), Pis
(Co-sponsor-ed

cussion.
Monday, Feb, 14; Jobs M. Gates.
"The Growth of Latin , American
-

.

Militarism," Lecture, Leas Lecture

Room, T;M p.m. Discussion,
Tuesday, Feb, IS; Lifcby Schae
fer, O.P., "The La Us American
Church Is Search ef Liberation,"
Lecture, Loan Lceturt Room, 7:50
p.m. Discussion.
Wedseaday, Fes, IS; Film; "The
Courts of the People," Leas Lecture Room, T;89 p.m, Diicuaaios,

.PtStll
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Campaign
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Jenny Dean

DaveRlmmler

Gary Peterson

John J. Murphy

Sue Clydesdale

J

V

than qualify me as a Campus my candidacy for the SGA presiJ. MURPHY
Member-at-Largdency, many people questioned the
My name is John J. Murphy and Council
FEBRU- actual functions of the Student GovPETERS(ON)
VOTE
a
as
running
for
am
I
ernment Association. Over the past
Member-At-Larg- e
of Campus Coun- ARY 16!!!!!!
years, SGA has become distant
two
cil. During my year as a member
from the student body and their
seen
have
Council
Campus
I
of
needs. In my three years here at
DAVE RJMMLER
firsthand the kinds of problems
the College of Wooster. I have
and
Rimmler
David
that exist in student government I My name is
a great lack of creativity
running for Campus Council noticed
have felt the frustration of trying to I'm
leadership
in the functions of
and
Member-at-Largan
would
be
I
effect positive change and having it
appropriations for
As
SGA.
student
Member
Council
falter. But we must keep on trying effective Campus
SGA activities become greatly deboth
am
I
because
to
change
make
positive
to effect
creased and apathy continues to
a difference. I have the experience and enthusiastic. I feel I possess rise, there is need for new and
JOHN

Campus Council

e.

re-electi-

SUSAN CLYDESDALE

on

My name is Susan Clydesdale
and I would like to represent you
on Campus Council. In the past two
years I have been extremely active
in a wide variety of campus activities. This involvement has given
me a good feeling of what is
affecting and concerning other students and I'd now like the chance and enthusiasm to offer Campus
Council that will help me make a
to put this experience into action.
As your representative I would difference. If you have any quesactively seek your feedback in tions or concerns please feel free to
or
three main ways: 1. attend dorm contact me through Box 2318your
and small house meetings to listen Extension 2813. I ask for
to what people are concerned support at the polls on Feb. 16.
about. 2. establish an hour a day
when I could be talked to in Mom's.
GARY PETERSON
3. take opinion polls in Lowry and
A major reason for my seeking a
Kittredge about major issues coun:
position on Campus Council is the
cil discusses.
present
For those of you who don't know lack of support I feel theCampus
me and are blowing these off and council is forwarding.
think Council is based on the support of
idle campaign promises
again. I have always very strongly its members and I feel this support
believed in backing up words with is crucial for Campus Council to
operate effectively and efficiently.
actions.
recently
Certain members-at-larg- e
I ask for your support
attempted to vote Campus Council
dissolved; fortunately for President
Copeland,
the attempt was thwartMIANO
JOHN
to disband (if sucaction
This
ed.
repreIn the past year student
have
been detrimenwould
cessful)
Council
has
Campus
on
sentation
in
representation
student
to
tal
been bumbling at best and
Serving as a Campus
at wont It is an general.Member-at-LargI plan to
extremely bad sign when a body as Council
to
best of
the
represent
students
the
beCouncil
Campus
important as
increased
Promoting
my
ability.
comes a tool in a silly Mickey
student involvement in Campus
Mouse political fight
Council matters to get the true
Council
As a member of Campus
from those who are being
I will be a conscientious caretaker feedback
(by our Campus
of your money. In the past, too directly affected
decision),
the students.
Council's
activilarge a share of the student
Presently, I am a General Asties fees have gone to a few large sembly
member of the Student
organizations such as S6A and
serving on Student
Government
money
more
SAB. I will try to steer
to smaller organizations such as Services and Specialas Projects
well as
academic clubs, program houses, (SSfcSP) Committee
and
committee,
affairs
financial
and sections.
looking forward to serving on the
It is. time now for a change on Standing
Budget Committee within
Campus Council. The students of
Council.
This past experiCampus
deserve
Wooster
the College of
government at
ence
with
student
much better than what they have
would more
College
Wooster
of
the
getting.
been
totally-incompeten-

e.

open-mind-

ed

the willingness and foresight to
respond to the needs of the student
body as a whole.
I've served the Student Government Association as dorm representative, as a member of the
Financial Affairs Committee, the

Student Services and Special
Projects Committee and the Ad
Hoc committee that rewrote the
SGA Constitution.

My experiences

gained from Student Government
combined with having lived in the
"Heavenly City" for the past 2V4
years make me duly qualified to
serve as Campus Council Member-at-LargIf you have any questions
you wish to ask me my extension is
2603 and my box number is 2583.
Please support me at the polls on
Wed. Feb. 16. Thank you.
e.

SGA President

t

e,

Vice-Preside- nt

JTM LAPOLLA
With the college's academic peri-

od changing, many adjustments
will be needed in the SGA's functions to have a smooth running
academic year. As a SGA representative for two years. I have
served on the SGA Constitution

Committee. I have seen where
these changes must come, and
different programs. As the creator know how to put them into effect
--

of the Scot Towel and one of
In Educational Affairs, tne cmex
several creators of the 1883 Winter duty of the vice president. I will
Carnival. I feel I have the creativi- listen to the complaints of the
ty needed to spark enthusiasm in campus on academic affairs being

this college's student government
I am especially enthusiastic
about the College of Wooster and
the great potential which lies in
SGA Through such vehicles as
student questionnaires. I hope to
find the true desires and needs of
the students and create new programs which cater specifically to
those needs. Unfortunately, due to
this limited space, I cannot adequately discuss many of these new
ideas. I invite every concerned
student to attend the debate on
Feb. 15 at 8:00 in Lowry Center Pit
and hear all of the views of the
candidates. If you are unable to
attend the debate, feel free to
contact me on my views or objecor Extentives at either Box
sion 2719. Please voice your opinion
on Feb. 16 in the SGA general
C-23-

JENNY DEAN
Why would any sane person want election.
to run for SGA President?
To be honest I'm not quite sure,

but I do believe it's a workable
system ... I want to see SGA
continue to function ... I am qualified for the job ... I have three
years of experience in SGA ... I am

SGA,

57

affected by the semester change.

While in the Educational Affairs
Committee with faculty representa-

tives, these complaints will - be
brought up and resolvedV
I have also served on the Financial Affairs Committee of SGA.
whil Mrvinff on this committee I
have come in contact with various
organisations and know their main
complaints. Knowing the background of various campus organisations, this has given me an advantage to see where changes must
come.
On campus I am active participant in the Chemistry Club, Intramural athletic programs, and a
member of 1st section. With active
participation on campus organizations and an understanding of how
Continued on Page 12
--

(Paid AfrartiMacaO

1

currently the Financial. Affairs
Committee chairperson ... I have
served on Campus Council for two
quarters ... I am willing to do the
job.

--

KEVIN NAHIGAN
As I was obtaining signatures for
ana

ft;

MIANO

for a change

Kevin Nahigan

JimLaPoUa

Dave Riley

;

For Campus Council

--
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Older Women Now Sought
As Enrollments Decline

Ar

w

private colleges to attract these

nontraditional students may contribute to their decline, according
to some observers.
percent of
"I think that
the private schools will close in the
next ten years." in part because
they don't address the needs of
"We started in January of 1979 older students, says John Lee of the
(CPS)
She cooks, she has
babies, and gets a Job for minimum with 22 women," said Director Jan National Commission of Student
Armstrong. "This fall we served AM.
wage.
350 women, and a total of 2,000
Then she goes to college.
form women have gone through out cenShe
the over
er housewife has been returning ter."
City University of New York has Trouble In Mind
to college frequently enough in
recent years to become something courses in machine tooling, welding To Hit Stage
of savior for many schools which and construction geared to women,
otherwise would suffer precipitious Milentijevic says.
"Trouble in Mind."
satirical
Los Angeles City College figures play
enrollment declines.
by
Alice
Childress,
will be
its future is secure because Califor- presented Feb. 2 at 8:15 p.m. in
And with the number of
four-yewon't
schools
public
fall,
next
markedly
nia's
falling
off
olds
Scott Auditorium at The College of
colleges are going to be counting on admit anyone outside the top 20 Wooster.
the "nontraditional" female stu- percent of high School graduatThe play, directed by Annetta
dent now more than ever to keep ing class.
Jefferson,
chairman of the theater
way
schools
no
these
is
"There
classes full-department,
is a statement on the
Some observers, however, think can compete with us for the
condition
treatment of black
and
students," Sunken says. actors in the late
the flow of housewives into college
1950s. Admission
can
place
students
only
these
may be slowing as rapidly as the "The
open
public
is
to
at no charge.
the
community colleges."
three percent drop in the number of go is tofour-yeUniversity of New
But
high schools seniors.
GLCA REP HERE
iOrleans is just now readjusting to
"I have a hunch the
Alvin Sher, Director, and Michael
tional student bubble is going to pursue the nontraditional student.
burst," says Julianne Still Thrift of "To get into the job market, it Bloom, Program Associate in Theathe National Institute of Independ JwcS not help to take history. Phi- tre and Writing, will be on campus
ent College and Universities. losophy and courses like that," at Wooster on Tuesday, Feb. 22 and
"I think the flow of housewives said UNO Institutional Research Wednesday, Feb. 23 to speak with
into the work force has already Director Richard Burleson. "You interested students and faeulty
happened." She believes "they've need to update skills like account- about the GLCA New York Arts
already gone back. How many ing, word processing, typing and Program.
Bloom win be giving a slide show
times do you back for retraining?" computer programming."
He adds, "We are a bit tradition-boun- d presentation at 7:30 p.m. in the
Thrift adds that "the rate of
here, but we're changing our Severance Hall seminar room on
increase is probably going to go
requlsities. Efforts are being made Tuesday. For more information
down, anyway."
"You won t see trends toward to take a look at the older popula- contact Professor Rebecca Seeman
huge increases of women like it the tion, because we can't ignore the (art department), who is the campopulation is going pus representative . for the proyear-ol- d
past," agrees Gwendolyn Stephen
gram, or Professor Josephine
afdown."
son, vice chancellor-academi- c
Wright (music department), who is
relais
UNO
public,
urban
CoBut
Community
St.
Louis
fairs at
llege. "But you won't see a tively flexible. The inability of the associate representative.
smaller, private and more rural
decrease, either."
Numbers proving it are hard to
come by. As of last school year,
became the majority of "commuter campuses," which
are usually located in cities. The
10-to-- 15

24-year-o- ld,

18-yea-r-

11-1-
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non-traditio-

nal

ar

non-traa-

Continued from Page 11
SGA functions. I am very qualified
for the office of SGA vice president.
I would appreciate your vote.
DAVE RILEY
While collecting signatures

for
my petition. I was frequently asked
why I was running for
The reason is the often quoted
student apathy one and my goal,
like everyone else, is to eradicate
that apathy. If I am elected, I will
(one of the most dangerous phrases
one can utter in the world of
politics) make the main business of
SGA to publicize itself. More specifically, to publicize issues well before they are decided and get as
much student input as possible.
This statement has been kept very
short so as to survive the Voice
editing process. If you have any
further questions please feel free to
contact me.
Vice-Preside-

nt.

Treasurer

seeking the chair of the Social
Concerns Committee I would like to
comment on the question most
often asked of me when I tell fellow
students that I am running for this
position, "What Is the Social Concerns Committee and what does it
do?"
To begin with, the Committee is a
group of students who address issues of concern to College of Wooster students. The issues are social
in nature and may affect students
directly as through administrative
policy or indirectly as in the case of
some larger scale concern such as
world hunger or pollution. An example of one of the issues tabled by
the Committee last quarter is the
discussion which dealt
with the issue of the dormitory fees
charged students staying on campus over school breaks.
My interest in chairing the Committee arises from a desire to be
more active in student affairs and
directly involved with issues of
concern to the student body. I held
a similar position at Cornell University before transferring to Wooster and found the experience a
beneficial one. I would appreciate
the opportunity to serve the Wooster community in the same
'Pit-Sto- p'

MARK A. McCLURG

I am running for the position of

Treasurer of the Student Government Association. As the GA representative from Stevenson, I have
been a member of SGA for the past
two quarters, serving on both the
SSfcSP and FAC Committees. I am
more than willing to commit myself to the responsibilities of SGA
Treasurer. If you feel the need to
ask me any questions, contact me
at EXT. 2841 or BOXi 2206.

S.S. and S.P.

Chairman

DAVID GREEN

Social Concerns
Committee

I have been a member of the

the Social Concerns Committee and
SS and SP. I know that I can help
provide the service that the stu
dents need. Being an
person I am always willing to try
new ideas. I am interested in serving the student body in any way
that I possibly can.
ed

SCOTT FERGUSON

If elected I would work toward a The
Student Government
student government that is both
effective and visible. I will try to ciation will be sponsoring a

.

keep the flow of communication
open between the entire student
body and the administration. Most
importantly, I will do my best to
recognize the special needs of
Wooster students and strive towards implementing these needs.
DREW LO RINGER
Before I state my objectives in

25-to-30-year--

AssoCandiFeb. 15. at

date's Debate Tuesday,
8p.m. in the Lowry Center Pit
This will be an opportunity for
the Campos to see who is running
tor the SGA Cabinet positions as
well as ask them questions about
issues facing students.
Everyone is invited to attend.

22

olds

average commuter student has

children and already works.
But most administrators still see
"nontraditional" women students
as their future, and are counting on
an inexhaustible supply of them to
fuel growth.
"I think we're always going to
have women who elected to have
families first who will continue to
enroll as their children grow up,'
says Marty Rein, spokesman for
Miami-Dad- e
Community College in
Florida.
"The number of women is increasing." confirms Rada Milenti
jevic. a spokeswoman for the City
University of New York.
"I don't have any evidence the
women is
number of
drying up," adds Gary Stakan of
Los Angeles City College, "Al
though the housewives may not be
soing full time like they did in the
past because the economic situa
tion is so bad."
At City College of San Francisco,
Asst. Dean Fannie Lee doesn't
"think the trend will reverse it
self."
Lee sees "a great potential of a
whole pool of younger women who
nave not traditionally gone to col
lege" to recruit among. She's not
sure they'll be enough of them to
compensate for the changing popu
lation, though.
"The women going back into the
job market will not make up for the
she
decline in
non-tradition-

Student Government Association
for the past 2 quarters, serving on

open-mind-

18-to--

lS-to-24-year--

Compare our products to any other in Wooster.
We can't be beaten for taste ...
We use fresh ingredients and cook them in our store.
Our pizza dough is made fresh every day.

Also available: Delicious chicken,

Lasagna, Meatball Subs, Pizza Hoagie
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2.00 off any large

i-Dade,

for example, has i

Change Center designed to cater to
the special needs of
women students.
non-traditio-
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pizza' with 2
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or more items

asserts.

A number of commuter schools
have invested much in attracting
the late matriculating woman.

i
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Nuclear Arms
Debated By
Student Panel
Continued from Page 1
suggested President Reagan's Start
program as an alternative to a
' weapons Freeze. According to
Spence, this Initiative recognizes
America's need to catch up with
the Soviets, and then work toward
actual reduction of nuclear arms.
He also stressed the Importance of
maintaining a strong conventional
force.
Stated Spence. "I am Just as
concerned about world peace as
anyone else, but we must realize
that, since 1945, nuclear deterence
has effectively prevented any
conflict."
Debbi Smith countered by asserting that because President Reagan's START program heavily favors the U.S., it will actually
impede arms control negotiations.
Because of this, she asserts, the
START program practically guarantees a continuation of the arms
race. Smith also stressed the possibility of computer error starting an
accidental nuclear war as an important reason to work for a rapid
dismanteling of nuclear weapons
systems.
ma-internatio-

..

1

Nuclear War was the subject of great debate last Sunday night in
the Douglass lounge. Tim Spence (right) argued for nuclear weapons
and Debbi Smith (left)
.against them. Photographs by Michael

nal
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Mims Discusses God Through Spiritual Music

By MICHAEL VELOFF
Mims performed "Sit Down and
. "How came your lips to touch the Rest a Utile While" and "I Cannot
sacred fire..." A. Grace Lee Mims Stay Here by Myself." The latter
began convocation with a quotation was a slave narrative written by
that explained her feelings about Moses Grandy upon the sale of his
spiritual music.
wife to another plantation.
Immediately following her openAccording to Mims. slaves used
ing statement, Mims sang "Swing spirituals and work songs interLow. Sweet Chariot." "Swing changeably. Many work objects
Low...,' according to Mims, con- were used in spirituals as in "My
tains everything a spiritual should Soul is Anchored in the Lord," also
have: angels, a chariot, pathos, performed by Mims.
and the longing for a better life.
Spirituals served a double mean
Mims stated that the "Spiritual is ing to the slaves. The major theme
a great folk art," the merging of was the expectation of reaching
African culture with the slave expe- both heaven and God. But underlyrience. "(The) slaves asserted ing this was the slave desire to

A

powerful protest against slavery masters, such as "O Freedom" and
The symbolism of the many modes were probably written around the
ox transportation (such as trains. time of the Civil War.
chariots and ships) also carries this
Mims dosed convocation with a
double meaning. They can be seen rendition of "He's Got the Whole
as carrying the soul into another World in His Hands" followed by
world or transporting the slaves to the appreciative applause of the
their freedom. The trains are espe audience.
cially related to this as they can

also represent the underground
railroad orangized by Harriet Tub
man. Mims sang "Get on. Board
Children" as an Illustration of this
theme.
The slaves identified with the
biblical "under dogs" such as Dan
iel and Jonah in the song. "Didn't
My Lord Deliver Daniel?"
Some songs were too militant for
the slaves to sing in front of their

their humanity" and announced reach the North and freedom.
that they were children of God, too.
Deep River" has this double
Mims explained the expression of meaning and can be taken as a
the experience of God individually
through the vehicle of the spiritual.
She called their experience "getting happy.", the feeling of God
touching the soul. She illustrated
this by singing "I Know the Lord
Has Laid His Hands on Me."
Mims then discussed the expression .of satire found in the music of
African culture. The slaves spoke
through their songs which has recently been referred to as "signifying." "Scandalize My Name" was
a spiritual of satire, confronting the
problem of disunity among post-Civ-il
War blacks.
an outstanding
Eva Jesse
black choral director selected by
George Gershwin to do arrangements for "Porgy and Bess"
arranged the next song performed
by Grace Mims, "Lord, I Can't Stay
Away." The song expresses the
sorrow of dying in a strange land.
The Fisk Singers
trying to
raise funds for the Fisk Institute
introduced spiritual music to the
world in a tour through Europe in
1871. Paul Robeson and other black
.... A. Grace Lee Mims, a soprano from Cleveland, sang spirituals
concert artists elevated the spiritudescribing slavery at convocation in McGaw Chapel Wednesday.
al to the concert hall in the 1920s
.Photograph by Michael Veloff.
and 1930S.
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$2.00 off any large 14", ariy item pizza with
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NAACP To Hold

Birthday Celebration
that fights for the advancement of colored people. And I am
ways. Such repetitions become yet to find a transparent person in
meaningful if it is meant for the this world. We are all colored and
celebration of an occasion that the NAACP has fought and it is
BY J. OWUSU-ANSAHistory repeats itself in many

tion

H

signifies the straggle of humankind
against the evils of society.
The NAACP is exactly 74 years
now and on Feb. 12, the College of
Wooster Chapter will celebrate its
birthday. Among the activities to
be included in the celebration is a
Membership Drive. The rationale
behind this drive is to stimulate
more individual members to take
part in the progress of the association.
Truly, the NAACP is an associa

determined to fight against the
injustices that deny our advancement as free citizens of this world.
Benefits from the association
cannot be numbered. The one that
easily comes into focus is that it
provides the platform for the
growth of personality through creating opportunities for service and
leadership.
It also serves as a watchdog of
our society against such inhuman
attitudes as racism, economic dep

TRIP AY." FEBRUARY

rivation and discrimination. Our
records on the Civil Rights movement testifies to our political as
well as social salt. Why don't you
become a member now for our
survival can only be guaranteed by
the organization that stands for the
preservation of freedom and justice.
On the
Mrs. Marvin Allen
will be our speaker. Mr. James
DisHarris, the Wooster-Orrviltrict President will make the proclamation for. membership. Gospel
music would be provided by the
Second Baptist Men Choir. Free at
Last is the movie that will be
shown and the Master Saxophonist
Tylon would be there to batch. All
activities would take place at Low-r- y
Center Pit at 2 p.m.
It is our belief that the NAACP of
yesterday shall remain the same
today and the same tomorrow. We
feel no ways tired. Aluta continual
D-da- y,

le
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Job Market

"

SGA Briefs

Now Soft

SGA elections are . here. Make
sure you know which candidate will
best represent you by attending the
Candidates Debate fit stop TuesEngi- day at S p.m. Feel free to bring any
PRINCETON, NJ (CPS)
to ask the
neering and computer science questions you'd like
or
themselves
about
candidates
grads, guaranteed a pick of Jobs in campus
issues that concern you.
recent years, may have a harder
The election will be Wednesday,
time landing work this year, acIS, from 4:30-- 7 p.m. at
February
engisurvey
of
cording to a new
Kittredge. There will be
Lowry
and
neering firms' hiring plans by Peelection Tuesday at the
an
absentee
Guides.
terson's
those who cannot
for
desk
front
three-fourtThe survey found that
employ- vote Wednesday. If you have quesof the 765 high-tec- h
about absentee voting call
ers who responded planned either tions
Sue Clydesdale.
Sandford.or
Don
to
or
to keep hiring at 1982 levels,
'
Bus reservations will be taken
engi
hire fewer
11. If you want the
neering and computer science ma through Feb.
at a certain time
airport
to
the
bus
jors.
make sure you show your prefer"In previous years, tne engineer ence
by signing up in the SGA
didn't have to work hard to get a
Finalized schedules will be
office.
lob." said Sandra Gundfest. who announced
after the 11th.
em
edited the guide to nign-tec- n
storage room will be
SGA
The
ployment
Day at the end of
-Reading
open
on
This year, grads win nave to
anyone who wants to
scramble, start early, and make the quarter of
items during Spring quarter.
decisions early," she advises. store cost
of storage will be $2 per
The
Grundfest adds it may be a little
small item. Large items must be
early to feel sorry for the high-tec- h
by the SS&SP Committee.
grads. Their Job market is worse approved
Don't forget to check the SGA
when compared to demand for
Do you know where it
their services in prior years, but Bookboard!
is?
rosey
in comparison
it's positively
Reolacement representatives to
to what other students have, to General
Assembly are needed from
get
Jobs.
to
endure
Douglass.
If you live in Douglass
a
"I don't think there is serious and are Interested,
call the SGA
unemployment problem for engi office,
2773. New represent
at
Ext
"This
summarises.
she
neers."
Don Sand--J
year (the grad will get) two or atives this quarter are
John Adand
Kenarden.
from
ford
three or four" job offers. Last year ams from Wagner.
ten;
or
might
nine
have
been
there
Affiin. the elections are on
grads are conse
The high-tec- h
so don't forget to vote
Wednesday,
quently settling for a litue less.

For Engineers

hs

newly-graduat-

at

ed
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2730 Cleveland Rd.
Hours for Winter months:

Monday thru Saturday 4 a.m to
Sunday 7 a.m. to p.m.

'

Weekender Special:

p.m

$575

RIbeye steak, soup.

salad bar, and potatoes
Special good Saturdays between S p.m. and

9 p.m.

The people of The Esber Beverage Company
A fdsi wish yon and your the very best this St
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Valentines Day.
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Polar Bears Chill Scots; i
Student Princes Crowhedl

Championship To Be
Decided For Scotties
at 24, Tha Defiance crowd rallied
By QUINCY ADAU3
The Scotties lost a dot game behind their team.
As the emotions of the crowd
Saturday at the homt of the Defl-aae-a
Lady Jackets by tha seort of swelled so Increased tha agresslvc-nes- s
and intensity of tha players
A fast paced cam from tha vary from both teams.
Kris Leslie, high rebounder in the
beginning. Wooster's Pam Chap-ma- a
offenaeorad tha first basket on aa game with 12, scored on anwaa
up
offensive rebound. Another Chap- sive rebound and Wooster
man baskat on tha Scotties ntxt by ona 4042. Defiance scored six
possession, followed, by a quick unanswerd points down low, four
their high scorer 511" Lorri
on Defiaace'a inbounds pass-an- d
St
to take a 8 point lead. Kemp
arris
Chapman
hoop
cava
ona mora
for
court pressure and found
tha Scotties a 0 lead. Tbia forced broke full
open for an easy two to close
Defiance into an early timeout Smith
with 5 minutes
Defiance scored, and cama out with tha gap to 2 points
left in the game. Harris again
full court pressure of their own.
Both teams, trylnf to force tha acored and aolidifiad Defiance's
ball inside, cava way to .many lead. Wooster than gave Defiance
allowing
turnovers. Michelle PenSyl subbed two offensive rebounds
in for tha ailing Chapman who had Defiance to run out a good deal of
bean hampered tha past weak with time. A 2steal by Smith made tha
with 1:22 left la the
bad cold. Pensyl scored 1 of her 4 score
opgame. Three missed
first half points shortly after to portunities
gave
Wooby
Defiance
0
a
lead. 58"
five Wooster
guard Amy Smith, who hustle and ster a few more chances to score but
the ball Just wouldn't fall in the
movement ware outstanding hole.
game
one
followed
throughout tha
and
The game waa action-packe-d
of her own missed shots for one of
despite the loss had many positive
her nine rebounds in the game and footnotes.
First, the Scotties never
waa fouled.
stopped hustling from the opening
Smith converted both shots to put jump-ball
to the final buzser, every
With 4:50 left in
tha score at
put out 100 percent
had
player
though,
the Scotties
the first half
Scotties
The
effort.
fell victim to 4 straight turnovers
and had eight steals, four
and did not get a shot off in the rest Defiance came
from defensive spewhich
of
only
point
scored
of tha half. The
Kemp,
who totals 42
Daiiene
cialist
Kemp who illuswas by Darlene
steals in 17 games. Another positive
trated her- - defensive, abilities, by
sprinting down court to retrieve- - a note is that the team shot 8 tor 11
we rem une.
loose ball that would have turned zrom
Coach Nichols sees the loss in a
Into a basket for Defiance, and got
light The team's record is
fouled in the process. The half time positive
g
core waa 24-Wooster on top but now 14--3 with four games remain--inWith
time.
tournament
before
Defiance clearly finishing, the half
the effort and hustle the Scotties
with the momentum.
the season
for are displaying late in
Defiance came out fired-u- p
proven
talent
with
combined
their
immediately
the second half and
tied the score at 24, but "Velvet" they should have a strong regular
Chapman put out their fire once season finish.
Tomorrow the Scotties travel to
again with a basket, a steal, and
another basket to open up the Denlson la a game that will decide
the cac championship.
-- Wooster lead to 4. With 12 minutes
game
up
to play Defiance tied the
6--

44-4-

one-on-o-ne

17-1-

23-1-8.

out-rebound-
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ed
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By PETS BOTTt
Oa tha whole, tha Scot's two OAC
confrontations this past week have
been somewhat successful. Despite
being devoured by tha Polar Bears
they showed
of Ohio Northern
that they have a significant
After winning four
straight OAC contests, and being
overwhelmed by Northern, the
Scot could have dwelled upon tha
loss, or could have played with the
effort aaeded to get back on tha
winning track. Fortunately, they
chose the latter by. showing team
character, aa they warded off the
trigger-happ-y
Student Princes of
to improve their
Heidelberg
record to 0 (54).
store Importantly, the Scots
strengthened their position aa one
of six teams la line for a home site
berth in the OAC tournament However, tha road does not get any
easier, as they visit Muskingum
this Saturday, a nationally ranked
team.
On Sat, Feb. 2, coming off a
disappointing and frustrating loss
to Ohio Northern, the Scots
bounced back, not only to win the
game, but to overcome a Heidelberg six point halftime lead at
The Student Princes, who had
four of the top OAC scorers, not to
mention the conference's leading
rebounder, bombarded the Scots
projectile shots,
with long-ranconnecting on 54 percent of them in
the first half. With a
Heideloffense similar to
berg very rarely went inside.
However, Wooster countered with
Ron Beal's excellent shooting as he
cashed in on 10 points to keep the
Scots close at half. "We exerted
patience against Heidelberg's defense; there was only one guy
(Beal) hitting for us," said a relieved Wooster Coach Brown. Wooster only shot 39 percent from the
field in the first half.
Ia the second half, the Scots
surged back, trading leads for a
42-short time
43 with the dominating play of
Chris Thomas. Thomas scored 13 of
his total 13 points, along with grab18 re
bing 11 of his game-hig-h
bounds to lead Wooster.
The Scots were confronted with
the task of putting a halt to the
e
trajectUe shots by Hei
72-5-0,

asset-resllene-

y.

48-4-5,

10-1-

33-2-7.

ge

run-and-g- un

B-W-

40-3- 2.

's,

40-4- 1.

42-4- 1.

long-rang-

delberg's Johnson (12.2 ppg.) who sion m, tha Scots were cptiair. )
shot tha ball, aad made it Just about extending their wintlz i
about every time he got it He streak. Tha Scots thought Norths:.
acored 12 of his 22 points la tha first would dwell upoa the Mount
and not play to their tun pcuriL .
half.
denial However, Woostar'a eptiniz i
Tha Scots employed
defense against Johnson, so ha quickly faded, as they found tls:
at IU
could not be effective at crucial salves far behind tt
times, "alike Sheridan and Krte time. Northern played wtth gre-Short did a good Job oa Johnson intensity because of their loss ?
'
when they need to, said a happy etf Ottttt
Tha Polar Bears not only r
Coach Brown, Short, who hauled
down eight rebounds, and Sheridan deemed themselves by ehewirj t i
stimulated Wooster's attack aa they tha Scots, but also ostabZslsd si I
acored six points apiece off tha OAC conference record, making -tU
of 44 field goals shots tor TSnercebeach.
"We did a super Job oa both aad sinking 12 of 13 shots at t
s
boards; they dldnt get too many penalty stripe.
Although Northern had tha sts
second shots," commented Coach
Brown. Tha Scott did indeed con- aad strength, not to mention agro
trol tha boards, doubling Heidel- eivenees, the Scots took their Intl.: a
aad for tha game away. Subsequently, they raberg's rebounds,
iled oa their outside shootiat, pcp
game, outrebouaded them
e, ping anywhere from 18 to U feet
Furthermore, they stopped
tha OAC's leading rebounder
(8.8 reba. per game), from control- Polar Bear's torrid shooting by
ling the boards. He only had four utilising three types of defenses,
but they proved to be futile. rebounds. .
Oa the offensive end, the Scots
With 7:14 remaining oa the dock,
the Scots held a nine point margin were intlmldsted by Northern's
at 7, but the Student Princes cut physical agresslveness on defense.
with IS seconds Because Wooster does not have
the deficit to
left on the shooting of Budlla (15J great muscular strength like North-erthey did not function well,
ilg) and Johnson. Then with five
seconds remaining aad the Scots up although they managed to shoot a
it looked the Scots might let a satisfactory 45 percent from the
victory slip through their heads. field In the first halt. When aiked
After missing a free throw, Jesse about the explosive Ohio Northern
Smith stole the ban from a Heidel- offense. Coach Brown responded,
berg player, and slam dunked the "We gave up some easy points, and
ball in the basket aa time expired. let them have a number of second
Smith scored 10 of his 12 points in opportunities."
the second half to aid the Scots. , la the second halt the Scots were
Also accounting for Wooster's of- more aggressive offensively befense waa Scott McCormlck, who cause they were behind, but were
acored 8 points, and grabbed 31 unable to generate any threatening
rebounds. "Scott does a lot of comeback. Northern opeaed up the
things peopled don't even notice," margin, aad glided past the Scots
As Is uncommon with a team
said Coach Brown.
In the second half, the big differ- that ia getting soundly beaten, the
ence waa the shooting. Wooster Scots upheld their tradition of playmade 51 percent of their shots, ing hard throughout the game.
compared to 39 percent in tha first Jessie Smith aad Chris Thomas
half, while Heidelberg cooled off combined to score 27 points, more
from shooting 54 percent to 41 than halt of Wooster's totalpomta.
Smith scored 14 points aad Thomas
percent
On. Feb. 1, .having won four acored 12 points. The Scots shot 47
straight OAC games, aad with percent from the field for the
some momentum behind them, the game.
Tomorrow, the Scots wrap up
Scots travelled to Ada, Onto, to
take oa Ohio Northern. Because tha their week of playing two nationalPolar Bears lost to If ount Union, a ly ranked teams, as they face a
team they should have beaten, aad very physical Muskingum team.
dropped out of the top 20 la Divi
"
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24-1- 2,

28-2- 1.

Sise-mor-

53-4-

48-8- 5

a,

88-8- 5,

78-5- 0.
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Lane Line
Scots Win Again
Paced by double winners Rob
Northrup, Tim Bruno and John
Bbert, the Scots got their second
win In a row last Saturday at
Wittenberg.
Senior John Ebert won the soo
freestyle and the 200 breaststroke
(though he was not aa omciai
entry) as well as swimming breast- stroke on the winning eoo meaiey
relay.
Tim Bruno again dominated the
boards taking both the one jand
three meter divine. The Scots' oth
er diver, freshman Doug White,
took second in both events aad
continues to show improvement
Another freshman. Rob North
rup. racked up firsts in the 200
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meter diving respectively. Doug
White, also a treshmaa agala
Wooster well by taking
third ia both diving events.

freestyle and the grueling 200 butterfly.
Other winners tor the Scots were
Chris O'Daniel (1000 freestyle aad
Bill Andrew (100 freestyle).
Another Win at ONU
A third win was gained for 4he
Scots Wednesday as the men beat
Ohio Northern University.

rep-reseat- ed

Underclassmen highlighted the

meet most notably

Bill Andrew

Tony Love,-R- ob
Tim Bruno an taking
Northrup and
(co-captai- n),

first

plaee-

la their individual

events.
Sophomore Andrew won first
place ia the 1000 freestyle. Love
aad Bruno won first plaee la the 200
freestyle and the one and three-

-

Northrup achieved a peraoaal
best time aa wen aa a first place ia
the 500 freestyle. After the event he
said in amasemeat "oh wow 1 1 felt
really good! All my turns sad my
stroke were really good."
Wooster also placed first la both
relay events, with Andy Wert. John
Ebert Pete Lswsoa and Dave Riley placing first la the 408 medley
relay, aad Andy Okua. Bin Andrew,
Dave Riley - aad Chris O'Daniel
taking the number one spot la the
400 freestyle relay.
The Scot swimmers meet Deni-so-n
next week on Tuesday.
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that this 'was the most efficient
alternative both overall and in.
terms of cost"
Spence sees the computer as
"more a purchase for the future
than It la a purchase for the
present" Though he and other staff
photography equipment, a copy members are currently using the
waxer (making layout procedure computer for word processing, its
easier), straight edges, two desk potential extends into a far greater
chairs and the personal computer. realm of uses.
Eventually Spence says that the
Thus the Voice has entered the
"computer age." The choice of the computer win enable future editors ,
Osborne 1 was carefully made after to work with the Dally Record to
considering an other possible op- eliminate the costly stage of print
tions, and the versatility of each. ing written articles before they are
Spence says "After considerable put into column format Staff writ- -'

Scot Spikers Falter Voice Enters New
Computer
Century
With
f
PETS BOTTI

BY

The Scot pikers did not fart too
well this weekend in their initial
matches, winning one oat of their
fir contests. Because they are
pUrinf high caliber teams, teams
they did not play last year, they
raftered from inexperience, and
therefore did not play well as a
team. Nonetheless, they gained
experience and are determined to bounce hack and finish
strong in their league.
On Friday, the Scots faced the
Ohio State Club team, which conand ex
sisted of
Ohio State players, and did not play
near to their fall potential. Because
It was the first game, there was a
good deal of tension, and the Scots
were crushed 15-- In their second
game of the series, the Spikers lost
15-but played more as a team.
Eventually, their OSU opponents
went to the finals of the OSU
tournament, but lost to Ball State
val-oab- le

ex-All-Ameri-

cans

1.

a.

UnlYersity.

In their second match on Friday,
the Scots were looking for better
results, and got them, but still
ended up on the short end, losing to
Edinboro State College of PennsylThe players felt
vania
they were equal to them as a team.
Although the Scots played well,
they just could not better them.
On Saturday, the Scots challenged Ban State University, the
eventual champions in the tournament. Although they did not win,
they played well, probably their
15-1- 1.

15-1- 1.

Peters To Speak

r

Pulitser

Prise-winnin-

cartoonist

g

Mike Peters of the Dayton Daily
News win speak Thursday (Feb.
IT) at 1:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel
at The College of Wooster.
Peters, who creates illustrations
as he lectures, wffl discuss topics

ranging from the cartoonist's craft
to political satire.
A graduate of Washington
St Louis, Peters has been
imuhieta five cartoons ner week
for the Dayton newspaper for 13
years. Els work is syndicated in
mnr, than 300 newsnaoers and
sppears in magazines such as Time
Univ-ersity-

.

.

in

best volleyban performance yet,
only losing 15-- f, 154. Later on in
the day, the Scots won their first
BY EDITH Me G ANDY
match, detesting wneaton couege.
sees in your
heart
one of the top four teams in last
... you crave thlt llttls boniy which
rear's league. 15-On Sunday, the Scot Spikers will count lor you ana nor lor you
wrapped up their busy weekend at and talk tor rou and one day it
home, as they were derasutea by might even kiss tor you ...
15-Soger Rosenblatt, lime
Purdue University 154. 13-Purdue, who also played at the
OSU tournament, and came in fifth. Time magazine described the inhad players with plenty of experi- credible capacities of the computer
ence. Some were graduate students facetiously, but truthfully, this wsy
who had been playing for five years in its issue devoted to the personal
computer, the "Machine of the
or more.
The Boilermakers were tall, and Year."
therefore had an advantage on the This "little honey," an access
smaller Scots. They took advantage route to the future, recently Joined
of the Scot Spikers. as they domi the Voice staff thanks to careful
nated with key blocks and spikes, financial planning and ineiteful
The Scots were slightly stunned thtnung on the part of Voice senior
because they had never before business stall members John
faced a team with an awesome Mlano and Charles T. Aikens, III.
block like Purdue. They showed Several weeks ago, Timothy E.
f,
realtheir weaknesses in serving and Spence. Voice
a computer
buy
may
to
plana
ized
his
be
which
reception,
serve
explained by their lack of practice with the purchase of an Osborne I
facilities and a lack of concentra from Wilson Bookstore. The decision to buy the computer was msde
tion that day.
The Scots feel they are a better feasible by uncharacteristic excessteam than what they exhibited; es in advertising revenue which
furthermore, they believe that they have developed since last spring
win give the Boilermakers a better qusrter.
match next time they play them at This enormous voice expense is
Ann Arbor. The Spikers are playing justified by the extremely well off
the University of Michigan and position which the paper held beGeorge Williams College, this Sat- fore the purchase, and continues to
urday at home, and are determined hold even now.
to give a better representation of The standard allocation which
the paper receives quarterly from
their capabilities at the match.
the College is $4,600 and, the expense in printing alone nears 15,- Press and Sigma Delta Chi, profes- 000. The printing cost was lowered
sional Journalism society.
last spring from approximately
In his book. "Win One for the 1300 per issue to approximately
Geeser." Peters skewers presidents ISM per Issue, which is also the
from Nixon to Reagan and pokes current figure. The Voice now uses
fun at national preoccupations such the Daily Record for typesetting
as the Space Shuttle, panda bears and printing, rather than making
and video games.
costly trips to the Akron printer
In conjunction with his lecture, a
m the past, hence voice ex- ahow of his cartoons and those of penses have been cut considerably.
Jim Borgman of the Clnrtimitl EnAdvertising coons nave almost
quirer win be featured in Lowry tripled since last winter from about
The exhibit also $1,000 per quarter to 32,500 per
Center Feb.
is free to the public.
quarter. These combined factors,
increased income and decreased
spending, have allowed Spence to
make such purchases as necessary
tlt-Ammi-ctn
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Editor-in-Chie-

John Miano at the Voice computer. YaavshtMi vaian
study of different options, including era will record their stories , on a
the IBM personal computer, and disk which will then be taken to the

talking to both Peter Havholm printer where the text will be
(College Relations Officer) and prepared for layout This step too
George Richard (Director of News will soon be eliminated with the use
Services), both of whom use such of a telephone hookup to the Record
computers daily, and dlecusssing
with Carl Zimmerman (Director of
Academic Computer Services) the
possibility of a Terak ... I decided

computers eliminating any actual
traveling back and forth. For this
step, to take place, the systems
must be more uniform than they
currently are. .
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He received the Pulitzer Prize in
ieri aivl aiao hmm been honored bv

Headliners, the Ohio Associate

Flair Travel

Consultants
346 E.

jQXL1 J)

Dowman St.

Wooster
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the finest
meats, cheeses

Little Caesar,

you get twice
the slices,
not the prices
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